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Abstract 
The number of people suffering from hypertension is significant. There are about 100 million 
sufferers in China, 50 million in the United States, and it accounts for the greatest proportion 
of the diseases that require long-term follow-up in Hong Kong. To assess hypertension it is 
necessary to measure blood pressure, which also provides an indication of cardiovascular 
status. Blood pressure is commonly measured by means of a cuff-based method. However, 
this technique has many inherent problems, most of which remain unresolved. This study 
develops a technique for cuffless and noninvasive measurement of blood pressure by using 
linear regression analysis and the ECG-PPG interval, which is defined as the time interval 
between electrocardiography (ECG) and photoplethysinography (PPG) signals. 
The first stage of this project assesses the reliability of the measurement of the ECG-PPG 
interval, which is essential for accurate measurement of blood pressure. Experimental results 
with five subjects show that the average value of the ECG-PPG intervals from five 
heartbeats suppresses the errors that result from the variability of the ECG-PPG intervals. 
The effects of arm bending on the measurement of the ECG-PPG intervals are also 
investigated. Bending the arm results in prolongation of the ECG-PPG interval without 
alternations in blood pressure. A strain-gauge sensor is used to study the effects of external 
force. The results indicate that pressing the finger firmly on the PPG probe leads to a more 
than 5% error rate in the ECG-PPG interval measured. 
After obtaining reliable measurements of the ECG-PPG interval, the second stage of research 
involved the development of a linear regression analysis to improve the measurement of 
blood pressure. Experimental data from 30 subjects illustrate that subject-dependent 
calibration is an important step in obtaining accurate results. This entailed investigating the 
selection of the starting and ending points of the ECG-PPG interval. Experimental data also 
show that the measurement using the Q-P interval, which is defined as the time interval 
between the Q-point of the ECG signal and the peak of the PPG signal, leads to the smallest 
measurement differences of blood pressure among the proposed selections of ECG-PPG 
intervals. The reciprocal of the square of the Q-P interval provides more reliable results. The 
measurement differences (Mean 士 Standard Deviation) using (Q-P)^ are 0.75±7.68 mmHg, 
0.55±6.22 mmHg and 0.24±5.69 mmHg for systolic, mean and diastolic pressure 
respectively. 
Ambulatory measurement allows us to overcome the white-coat effect and to frequently 
monitor changes in blood pressure. However, motion artifact always influences the PPG 
signal, resulting in inaccurate measurement of blood pressure. The technique proposed here 
obtains a stable and reliable PPG signal that can be used in the cuffless-based method. 
Experimental results on five subjects show that contaminated PPG signals can lead to 
inaccurate measurements. The least mean square (LMS) adaptive filtering technique and an 
optoelectronic sensor for receiving reference noise are applied to remove motion artifact 
from PPG recordings. The peak of the contaminated PPG signal can be restored to obtain 
accurate measurement of the ECG-PPG interval and blood pressure. The resistance to motion 
artifact during the ambulatory blood pressure measurement can be enhanced. 
Another method is also proposed for cuffless and noninvasive measurement of blood 
pressure using only the PPG signal. Components of the second derivative of the PPG signal 
(SDPPG) are employed because they contain the vascular information of the artery that is 
related to blood pressure. Experimental results show that SDPPG components have the 
ability to predict blood pressure with the aid of an artificial neural network (ANN). With the 
implementation of the Q-P interval, the measurement differences of blood pressure using 
SDPPG components and (Q-P)'^ are smaller than those using either SDPPG components or 
(Q-P)-2 only. The measurement differences using SDPPG components and (Q-P)"^ are 
-0.05±7.28 mmHg, -0.62+6.14 mmHg and -0.13±4.74 mmHg for systolic, mean and 

































mmHg, -0.62±6.14 mmHg and -0.13士4.74 mrnHg� 
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This work is motivated by the need for a cuffless and noninvasive blood pressure meter. As 
discussed below, many people are unwilling to have their blood pressure measured by 
devices that use a cuff. Discomfort, inconvenience and noise are some of the problems 
inherent in cuff-based meters, most of which are unresolved. However, many people depend 
on accurate blood pressure measurements to monitor and maintain their health, particularly 
those suffering from hypertension. A cuffless system would not only resolve many of the 
problems associated with cuff-based techniques, but also provide those suffering from 
hypertension with an alternative means to monitor their condition. 
This thesis presents a technique based on the ECG-PPG interval, which is defined as the time 
interval between the electrocardiogram (ECG) signal and photoplethysmography (PPG) 
signal, and estimates the values of blood pressure without using a cuff. This technique allows 
cuffless and noninvasive measurement based on the detection of the ECG-PPG interval. The 
main purposes of the study are: 
• To investigate the effects of ECG-PPG interval variability, arm bending and external 
forces on the measurement of the ECG-PPG interval, 
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• To improve the accuracy of the cuffless and noninvasive measurement of blood 
pressure through selecting the appropriate definition and model of the ECG-PPG 
interval, 
• To remove the motion artifact from PPG recordings in dynamic measurement of blood 
pressure using an LMS adaptive filtering technique with variable step-size, and 
• To explore new and easily measured parameters from the PPG signal in order to 
perform the non-invasive and cuffless measurement of blood pressure conveniently. 
1.2 Definitions 
1.2.1 Definition of blood pressure 
Blood pressure is defined as the lateral forces exerted on the wall of the artery (Figure 1.1) 
[!]• 
3 j 
Fig. 1.1. Illustration showing lateral forces exerted on the wall of the artery [2] 
Clinical monitoring of blood pressure commonly ignores the shape of the blood pressure 
pulse, but focuses on the values of systolic, mean and diastolic pressure [3], 
• Systolic pressure (SP) refers to the peak pressure in an artery when the heart contracts 
and forces blood into the arterial system (Figure 1.2). 
• Mean pressure (MP) is a value representing the average perfusion pressure generated by 
the arterial blood pressure over the complete cardiac cycle. 
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• Diastolic pressure (DP) is the lowest pressure in an artery when the heart is at rest 
(Figure 1.2). 
Left yentricle 暴 L e f t yentricie 丫戮 
Systole Diastole 
Fig. 1.2. The action of the heart during systole and diastole [4] 
1.2.2 Definition of hypertension 
Normal values of blood pressure fall within the range of 120/80 and 130/85 mmHg 
(systolic/diastolic) [5, 6]. However, an adult is considered to have hypertension (high blood 
pressure) when his/her systolic pressure is greater than or equal to 140mmHg, or diastolic 
pressure is greater than or equal to 90 mmHg (Table 1.1). 
Table 1.1. Categories for blood pressure levels in adults [7] 
Categories SP (mmHg) and/or DP (mmHg) 
Optimal <120 and <80 
Normal <130 and <85 
High-normal 130-139 or 85-89 
Hypertension 
Stage 1 140-159 or 90-99 
Stage 2 160-179 or 100-109 
Stage 3 >180 or >110 
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1.3 Problems related to hypertension 
Hypertension is often regarded as a "silent killer" because a patient suffering from the 
condition exhibits no symptoms. If left untreated, it can cause severe problems such as 
hardening of the arteries, kidney damage and loss of vision [8]. In addition, hypertension 
directly increases the risk of coronary heart disease (which leads to heart attack), ischemic 
heart disease and stroke [9]. Elevated blood pressure increases the workload of the heart and 
this eventually results in thickening of the heart muscle. As the heart continues to pump 
against elevated pressure in the blood vessels, the left ventricle begins to dilate, cardiac 
output (the amount of blood pumped by the heart each minute) goes down, and congestive 
heart failure results [2], Figure 1.3 illustrates a comparison of the muscle of the hypertensive 
heart and that of the normal heart. 
. 急 : ； 
Fig. 1.3. The muscle in the hypertensive heart (right) is thicker than in the normal heart (left) 
[10] 
1.4 The importance of measuring blood pressure 
Measurement of blood pressure is widely adopted to reflect the subject's cardiovascular 
status, especially those with hypertension. Furthermore, measuring blood pressure is a daily 
element in the care of all hypertensive patients and an essential healthcare step for those 
interested in maintaining a healthy cardiovascular system. Measuring blood pressure allows 
early detection and leads to early treatment. 
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1.4.1 Self-measurement of blood pressure 
The advantages of the self-measurement of blood pressure are twofold [11, 12]. 
• It allows patients to observe variations in blood pressure. Measuring blood pressure 
at home or at work allows patients to track variations in readings throughout the day. 
Appropriate diagnosis and optimal treatment of hypertension depend upon those 
readings. 
• It helps overcome white-coat effect: White-coat effect is defined as a persistent 
elevation of blood pressure in the clinic but lower blood pressure in normal 
surroundings. Patients whose blood pressure readings are higher in the clinic than in 
normal surrounds may thus be diagnosed incorrectly as hypertensive and as a 
consequence be taking anti-hypertensive medication incorrectly or unnecessarily. 
1.4.2 Ambulatory blood pressure measurement 
A single blood pressure reading does not provide an accurate assessment of an individual's 
blood pressure [13]. Numerous factors influence the measurement of blood pressure. These 
include medication, arm and body position, noise, extreme temperatures, constrictive 
clothing, faulty equipment, white-coat effect, and the degree of mental (Figure 1.4) and 
physical activity (Figure 1.5) [14]. 
1 5 � 
d 3 Systolic 
Ha|3pines& Anger Amlety 
Fig. 1.4. Effects of mood on blood pressure during ambulatory monitoring [15] 
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Fig. 1.5. Effects of activities on blood pressure during ambulatory monitoring [15] 
Furthermore, variations in an individual's blood pressure are also caused by respiration rate, 
heart rate, and the autonomic nervous system [16], These variations mean that blood pressure 
changes with behavioral factors under real-life conditions. Figure 1.6 illustrates that blood 
pressure does not remain constant, but fluctuates constantly. 
Driving to work Hectic office work 
Prspirfng leafef® - Lecturing 
y t?0- Out 10 toch , • 
I : l A L / i ： 
90- ^ ^ ^ ^ 
1000 1200 1400 16CM) 
Time Of _ 仍) , ；, 
Fig. 1.6. Variation in arterial blood pressure over a 7-hour period [1] 
Maurice Sokolow was the first to recognize the need for an ambulatory device during the 
1950s [17]. The major clinical uses of ambulatory blood pressure recording include the 
investigation of patients with mild hypertension, the assessment of blood pressure treatment, 
drug trial evaluation, the observation of blood pressure during normal daily activities, and 
improvement in the predictability of risks [11, 14, 18-21]. Modem ambulatory blood 
pressure monitors are portable devices that use non-invasive cuff techniques to obtain 
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repeated blood pressure measurements throughout a 24-hour period. Typically, these 
instruments perform regular measurements at 15-minute intervals during normal activities 
and 60-minute intervals during sleeping [20]. 
1.5 Review of blood pressure measurement techniques 
There are two broad techniques to measure blood pressure; invasive and noninvasive 
methods. 
1.5.1 The invasive method 
As the name suggests, the invasive method involves connecting an electronic pressure 
transducer to the patient through a thin piece of tubing called a catheter. The catheter is 
inserted into the vessel through a thin, hollow tube called a cannula. The transducer's 
pressure diaphragm is coupled to the patient's blood stream by a saline solution that fills the 
catheter and is placed inside a peripheral artery (Figure 1.7). The invasive method, which can 
provide continuous and reliable recordings, is regarded as the "gold standard" in the 
measurement of blood pressure [22]. 
i w 
m 
Fig. 1.7 Illustration representing invasive blood pressure measurement [22] 
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Although it is very accurate, the invasive method is not a viable option for routine blood 
pressure measurement. It increases the risks of bacteria infection and because of the pain 
associated with taking readings it is discouraged. 
1.5.2 Noninvasive methods 
Noninvasive methods make use of the phenomenon that blood pressure can be measured by 
observing the compression or displacement that occurs in blood pressure monitors. 
Noninvasive methods can be categorized into cuff and cuffless-based methods. 
I) Cuff-based methods 
All occlusive cuff-based methods, which attempt to measure the lateral force on the wall of 
the brachial artery, employ an inflatable cuff that is usually wrapped around the arm. By 
inflating the cuff pressure is transmitted to the underlying tissue, which eventually causes 
local blocking of the blood vessel. Different kinds of methods are used to detect wall motion 
in the occluded brachial artery individually and measure SP, MP and DP. 
A) The ausculatory method 
The appearance and disappearance of Korotkoff sounds, which are generated by the flow of 
blood and vibrations of the vessel under the cuff, are used to identify SP and DP under the 
deflating cuff [23]. The measurement and the technique of the ausculatory method are shown 
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Fig. 1.8. The measurement of blood pressure by the ausculatory method [23] 
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Fig. 1.9. Korotkoff sounds are used to identify SP and DP in a young healthy adult [23] 
B) The oscillometric method 
The oscillometric method [24] employs the whole cuff to detect pressure oscillations. While 
the cuff pressure is reduced stepwise, pressure oscillations are measured during successive 
heartbeats (Figure 1.10). MP is identified at the cuff pressure level showing the maximal 
pressure oscillation. A device-specific algorithm that is empirically derived calculates the 
values of SP and DP. This and the ausculatory method are commonly used in clinical and 
electronic blood pressure meters. 
Oset ！ lomsjfery Modal 
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Fig 1.10. Cuff pressure and oscillation in cuff pressure derived from the complete 
oscillometric measurement [25] 
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C) The Doppler-shifted ultrasound method 
Ultrasound waves are produced from a transmitter located distal to the cuff and are projected 
towards the artery [26-27]. These waves contact the arterial wall and are reflected back to the 
receiver (Figure 1.11). Distension of the wall causes phase shifts in the reflected waves. 
These phase shifts can be determined by the opening and closing of the artery. SP is the point 
at which the artery can remain open with the most cuff pressure, and DP is determined by a 
similar algorithm. 
1本 
i i , 
ariwy 
Fig 1.11. The principle of Doppler-shifled ultrasound method [26] 
jy) The impedance plethysmography procedure 
Impedance plethysmography [28] measures the volumetric change associated with arterial 
distension. The pulsatile nature of volume changes in the electrical conductivity of the 
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Fig 1.12. The principle of the impedance plethysmography method [29] 
E) The arterial unloading technique 
The actual arterial volume is measured photoelectrically and clamped at a constant level via 
an inflatable cuff by means of an electropneumatic servo system (Figure 1.13) [30, 31]. 
When the volume of an artery is clamped, the pressure difference across the arterial wall is 
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zero. At this state, the pressures inside and in the medium outside the artery are identical. 
Hence, the values of blood pressure can be detected. Figure 1.14 illustrates a block diagram 
of the measurement of blood pressure by the arterial unloading technique. This method 
allows for the assessment of beat-to-beat blood pressure changes without arterial 
catheterization. 
膠. 
Fig. 1.13 Measurement of blood pressure by arterial unloading technique [31] 漏 
Fig. 1.14 A block diagram of the ambulatory system for the measurement of instantaneous 
arterial pressure in the finger [32] 
As shown above, there are a variety of cuff-based methods and they are widely used in 
hospitals and clinics. However, cuff-based techniques exhibit a number of problems [33-35] 
the major ones of which are as follows: 
1. Periodic inflation and deflation of the cuff interrupts the blood circulation to the limb 




2. Performing blood pressure measurements frequently is not recommended because of the 
time required for the blood flow in the artery to return to normal before subsequent 
measurements. 
3. It is inconvenient and difficult to hold the standardized position for reduction of motion 
artifact during the measurement. 
4. Since the cuff, which is connected to a pump and a control valve, is large in size, it limits 
the physical movement of the user. 
5. Operating the pump that inflates the cuff can produce a loud noise, so it is not convenient 
to use during sleep and in quiet environments such as meeting places, libraries, or 
classrooms. 
6. To enable measurements with a cuff, users are required to roll up a sleeve or remove 
clothes on the upper body. Not all users do this enthusiastically, especially in winter. 
Tight or constricting sleeves rolled up for cuff-based methods may also lead to false 
readings. 
7. Continuous external pressure impacts on the skin surface of the patient, which causes 
vasospasm and a drop in pressure in the peripheral artery. This is especially so for the 
volume clamp method. 
8. The patient's arm should be supported otherwise it may perform isometric muscle 
contractions, which can increase the diastolic pressure. 
9. The mismatch of the cuff dimension can influence the accuracy of blood pressure 
measurement regardless of the technique employed for detecting blood pressure (Figure 
1.15). 
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Fig. 1.15. The graph plots arm circumference against the cuff width. The correct blood 
pressure cuff width is based on the circumference of the patient's arm [35] 
II) Cuffless-based methods 
Given the problems associated with both invasive and noninvasive techniques it is clear that 
a method that uses neither a cuff nor is invasive, and provides accurate readings, is the ideal 
blood pressure monitor. Cuffless-based methods are very complex, and hence they are not as 
popular as cuff-based methods. Arterial tonometry is the most common cuffless-based 
method. 
Arterial tonometry 
This cuffless procedure is based on measuring the external pressure required to flatten an 
artery [36]. This is accomplished by using an array of sensors, each of which measures 
pressure. This array ensures detection of the pressure being exerted on the arterial wall by the 
blood (Figure 1.16). There are many problems (listed below) associated with the use of 
arterial tonometry and it is not widely used either in self or ambulatory measurement 
[38-39]. 
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Fig. 1.16 The principle of arterial tonometry [37] 
1. Critical design criteria like shape and dimensions of the rider are not standardized. 
2. It is highly sensitive to sensor location and angle. With sensors placed at different 
locations, there can be varying values for pressure. Experienced operators can minimize 
these measurement errors. However, multiple operators may find it difficult to reproduce 
consistent results. 
3. Calibration is required for blood pressure measurement by skilled clinical staff. The full 
range of skills required to measure blood pressure is sophisticated and very difficult to 
master. 
4. The technology is expensive. 
5. There is less resistance with regard to motion artifact. 
6. The user is subjected to external pressure. 
Ill) Comparison of cuff-based and cuffless-based methods 
Even though self-measurement, cuff-based blood pressure products overwhelm the market, 
they are not popular because of the cuff that is required to occlude blood flow in the arteries. 
Many people who need to measure blood pressure over the long-term are reluctant to use 
cuff-based methods. Obviously, the cuffless-based methods have the potential to provide 
comfortable and convenient blood measurement to the user. This would encourage people to 
measure blood pressure as frequently as their condition determines. Table 1.2 lists a 
comparison between cuff- and cuffless-based methods of blood pressure measurement. 
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Table 1.2. A comparison between cuff- and cuffless-based methods 
Cuff Cuffless 
Mismatch of cuff Yes No 
Blood interruption Yes No 
User-friendly interface No Yes 
Battery life expectancy Short Long 
Pump noise Yes No 
Removal of clothes Yes No 
Measurement time 45-60 seconds Beat-by-Beat 
Frequent measurement No Yes 
Because cuff-based methods discourage users from taking blood pressure measurements, 
they in effect hamper the control of hypertension. A cuffless and noninvasive technique is 
therefore a significant step in both the measurement and treatment of the condition. A 
reliable and affordable cuffless monitor will enable people to frequently and conveniently 
perform self-measurements to obtain their own physiological status and improve the control 
of hypertension. The ideal system combines the advantages of both invasive and noninvasive 
methods. It should be reliable, user-friendly, accurate, and noninvasive, provide beat-by-beat 
measurements, and exert no external force/pressure on the subject. Hence, there is a great 
demand for the noninvasive and cuffless measurement of blood pressure for self and 
ambulatory use, which existing methods do not satisfy. 
1.6 Review of currently available blood pressure meters 
Many of the blood pressure meters available on the market use either oscillometric or 
ausculatory methods. 
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A) Mercury sphygmomanometer 
A mercury sphygmomanometer (Figure 1.17) requires the use of a stethoscope to listen to the 
Korotkoff sounds and skillful technique to take the measurement. It is currently regarded as 
the "gold standard" in noninvasive blood pressure measurement. However, many countries 
have banned the use of mercury due to its toxicity [40]. 
；；耀灣”：号：戲逸:.:.:::《::錄I乾;請!_書鋒： 
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Fig. 1.17 Mercury sphygmomanometer [33] 
B) Aneroid sphygmomanometer 
An aneroid sphygmomanometer uses an aneroid gauge (Figure 1.18), which replaces the 
mercury manometer in a mercury sphygmomanometer. The aneroid gauge can be desk 
mounted or attached to the hand bulb [41]. 
Fig. 1.18 Aneroid sphygmomanometer [41] 
C) Semi-automated device 
Pressure is raised manually using a hand bulb. The device automatically deflates the cuff, 
which is attached to the arm, and displays values of blood pressure (Figure 1.19) [42]. 
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Fig. 1.19 Semi-automated device [42] 
D) Automatic device 
After pressing the "ON" button, an electrically driven pump raises the pressure in the cuff. 
The device automatically inflates and deflates the cuff, which can be attached to the finger, 
wrist or arm, and displays the values of SP, MP and DP simultaneously (Figure 1.20) [43], 
Fig. 1.20. Automatic device attached to the arm (left), wrist (middle), and finger (right) [44] 
E) Ambulatory blood pressure monitor 
An electronic blood pressure monitor attaches to the patient's belt (Figure 1.21). The monitor 
is programmed to record the patient's blood pressure over a 24-hour period during normal 
activities and stores the data for future analysis [45]. 
Fig. 1.21. Ambulatory blood pressure monitor [45] 
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F) Arterial tonometer 
This device employs the technique of arterial tonometry (Figure 1.22). The waveform of 
blood pressure is obtained and used to calculate the values of pressure. 
Fig. 1.22. A medical device for recording blood pressure by arterial tonometer [46] 
Although there are many blood pressure meters on the market, not all of them meet 
recognized standards [47]. Only 9 out of 43 devices meet the standard criteria of the British 
Hypertension Society (BHS) or the Association for the Advancement of Medical 
Instrumentation (AAMI) [48]. Table 1.3 lists a comparison of a range of electronic blood 
pressure meters. Section 3.3 discusses in greater detail the accuracy of blood pressure 
devices with regard to the AAMI and BHS standards. 
Table 1.3. A comparison of electronic blood pressure meters [48] 
Brand names Models Mode of operation Price AAMI BHS 
(HK$) 
O**** HEM-400C Digital and cuff oscillometry $900 Fail Fail 
Health**** CX - 5 060020 Digital and finger pulsation $1,000 Fail Fail 
Nis*** Analogue Cuffed Aneroid and stethoscope $500 Fail Fail 
Ph**** HP5306/b Digital and cuff oscillometry $900 Fail Fail 
Syst*** Dr MI-150 Digital and cuff oscillometry $600 Fail Fail 
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1.7 Prevalence of hypertension 
Hypertension, which is the result of failing to control high blood pressure over the long-term, 
affects people of all ages including children, pregnant women, other adults and the elderly. 
1.7.1 Hong Kong 
Figure 1.23 shows that about 269,000 people in Hong Kong with hypertension required 
long-term follow-up in 2000. More patients who were diagnosed with hypertension required 
long-term follow-up than other diseases. 
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Fig. 1.23. Persons requiring long-term follow-up by type of disease [49] 
Amongst the elderly in Hong Kong, hypertension rates are high compared to other chronic 
diseases and are on the rise (Figure 1.24). 
Hypertension Diabetes Mellitus Ischemic Heart Disease 
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Fig. 1.24. The prevalence of disease in an elderly Hong Kong population [50] 
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According to a recent study [51], the prevalence of definite hypertension (SP > 160 and/or 
DP> 95 mmHg) in men increased from 0.9% at age 25-34 to 26.5% at age 65-74 years, and 
in women from 0.6% to 35.7% (Figure 1.25). The prevalence of borderline hypertension 
(SP=140-159 and/or DP=90-94 mmHg) in men increased from 1.9% at age 25-34 to 25.3% 
at age 65-74 years, and in women from 0 to 18.8% (Figure 1.26). 
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Fig. 1.25. The prevalence of definite hypertension in Hong Kong, 1995-1996 [51] 
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Fig. 1.26. The prevalence of borderline hypertension in Hong Kong, 1995-1996 [51] 
1.7.2 Worldwide 
Figure 1.27 shows the percentage of the population suffering from hypertension from around 
the world. The prevalence of hypertension ranges from about 6% to 25% of the population in 
different countries [52, 53]. 
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Fig 1.27. Percentage of the population suffering from hypertension [52, 53] 
The figures from Hong Kong and elsewhere illustrate that the numbers of people with 
hypertension are large. The figures imply that there is an increasing need for the 
measurement of blood pressure if the rates of disease are to be kept under control or reduced. 
1.8 The market for blood pressure meters 
There is a large market for blood pressure meters, not only in clinical medicine but also 
among the public where the demand for self-measurement of blood pressure is growing 
rapidly. Because of the advantages of blood pressure measurement, many people, who may 
or may not suffer from hypertension, are willing to purchase self-measurement blood 
pressure meters to monitor their own blood pressure frequently. The poor accuracy records of 
devices and the serious misgivings voiced by clinicians about these devices have been 
reported, but a large number of blood pressure meters are still available on the market and 
have not diminished in popularity [54]. The growth of the home blood pressure monitoring 
market is expanding. In 1997, about 41% of all home blood pressure monitoring kit 
purchases worldwide were from users who traded up from a manual to an automatic model 
[54]. Double-digit growth is foreseeable for the future [53]. Figure 1.28 illustrates that the 
market for blood pressure meters in both the US and German markets amounted to over US$ 
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1 billion in 1996 [54-55], 
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Fig. 1.28. Value of self-measuring blood pressure meters sold in the US and Germany (in 
$US billions) [54, 55] 
1.9 Organization of the thesis 
This thesis is divided into three major parts. The first part describes the development and 
theoretical analysis of the cuffless-based method of blood pressure measurement using the 
ECG-PPG interval. The second part studies the dynamic measurement of blood pressure 
using the proposed method. The third part shows another cuffless-based method using the 
PPG signal only. 
Chapter 1 presents statistical data related to hypertension, background information on blood 
pressure measurement, common methods for measuring blood pressure, and an overview of 
the thesis. Chapter 2 provides background physiological material, the overall structure of 
cuffless and noninvasive measurement of blood pressure, and the experimental results 
regarding factors affecting the measurement of the ECG-PPG interval. Chapter 3 describes 
the improvements in cuffless and noninvasive measurement of blood pressure. The 
experimental results are studied and analyzed to obtain more accurate results. Finally, it 
provides an on-line measurement of blood pressure. Chapter 4 investigates the dynamic 
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measurement of blood pressure. Adaptive noise cancellation with variable step-size is used to 
reduce motion artifact from the PPG recordings. Experimental results are presented and 
analyzed. Chapter 5 proposes an alternative method for the cuffless and noninvasive 
measurement of blood pressure using the PPG signal only. The estimation of blood pressure 
using other parameters, which are extracted from the PPG signal, is shown in the first part of 
the chapter. The combination of the ECG-PPG interval and the parameters to predict the 
values of blood pressure are discussed in the second part. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and 
introduces some potential research directions based on the proposed methods. 
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Chapter 2 
Measurement of the ECG-PPG Interval 
2.1 Introduction 
The importance of blood pressure measurement and the need for a cuffless-based method 
have been described in Chapter 1. In this chapter, the ECG-PPG interval is used as a 
parameter to estimate the values of blood pressure without using a cuff. The ECG-PPG 
interval consists of pulse transit time (PTT), where PTT is defined as the time an arterial 
pulse takes to travel between two points along the same artery [1], The clinical application of 
the PTT to detect the change in respiratory effort and sleep apnoea is commonly used [2], In 
addition, PTT is also employed to assess the stiffness of the artery [3], which is closely 
related to blood pressure. The objectives of this chapter are to describe the detection of the 
ECG-PPG interval and to investigate the effects of ECG-PPG interval variability, arm 
bending and external force on the measurement of the ECG-PPG interval. After obtaining a 
reliable ECG-PPG interval, the accurate results of the cuffless and noinvasive measurement 
of blood pressure can be achieved. 
2.1.1 Pulse transit time (PTT) 
The method of blood pressure measurement is based on pulse wave velocity (PWV) and 
linear regression analysis. PWV, which is defined as the velocity of a pressure pulse wave 
propagating along an artery [4], is calculated as PTT across a certain length of blood vessel 
(L). Using a formula developed by Moens-Korteweg, PWV is related to the elasticity and 
thickness of the arterial wall (Equation 2.1) [5]. Figure 2.1 demonstrates the components of 
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the Moens-Korteweg equation. Mazumdar provides the full analysis with the derived 
expression for the Equation (2.1) [6]. 
T I f ^ t 
JWV =丄二 (2.1) 
PTT 
where E and t denote Young's modulus and thickness of the arterial wall, S denotes the 
density of blood, d denotes the diameter of the artery, and L denotes the distance between the 
pulses. 
1 2 
J l k 
Fig.2.1. Schematic diagram of the Moens-Korteweg equation [7] 
The following assumptions are incorporated in the equation [4]: 
i) Blood within the artery is incompressible, 
ii) The wall thickness is thin with respect to the lumen radius, and 
iii) The artery is perfectly elastic. 
At physiological pressures, incompressibility of the blood is a good assumption for all 
pressures within the arterial tree because the blood viscosity is neglected and does not 
influence the PWV. The validity of assumptions 2 and 3, applied to an arterial segment, 
depends largely on the region of the vascular bed from which an arterial segment is selected. 
The assumption of a small wall-thickness/lumen-radius ratio allows one to neglect the 
energy-consuming effects of radial wall acceleration [8]. Epidemiological studies also show 
that arterial stiffness is a major contributory factor for the high cardiovascular morbidity in 
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untreated hypertension [9]. To eliminate the measurement of the wall thickness and Young's 
modulus, Bramwell and Hill modified the Moens-Korteweg equation and expressed it as 
Equation 2.2 [10]. 
IV*AP 
PWV^A- , (2.2) 
where Fis the initial volume of the artery, and AVis the change in volume resulting in the 
pressure pulse AP. 
Additionally, the volumetric distensibility (D) represents fractional change in vessel diameter 
Ad/d of a change in pressure (AP) [11]. The distensibility can also be expressed as Equation 
(2.3), 
D=(AV/APW). (2.3) 
By substituting Equation (2.3) into Equation (2.2), P]^correlates with D as Equation (2.4), 
PWV =批D*S) . (2.4) 
According to Equation (2.1), PTT can be expressed as Equation (2.5), 
PTT^L/PWV = L*^(D*S). (2.5) 
However, a general property of the blood vessel, expansion (AV/AP) approaches zero as V 
increases (Equation 2.6), 
AV/AP = k(Vm-V), (2.6) 
where Vm represents maximum volume of the blood vessel, and k is a constant with 
dimensions of compliance and the elastic property of the vessel wall and surrounding tissues. 
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Alternatively, the volume of the blood vessel can be rearranged as Equation (2.7) [12], 
V二K/1- ko*exp(-k*P)), (2.7) 
y -V _,p 
where k � Po and Vq being the values of V and P respectively at an 
厂0 
arbitrary point on the pressure-volume curve. Equation (2.7) represents the ratio of the 
maximum intravascular volume to the change in an intravacular volume along with the 
change in blood pressure (the range between P=0 and the blood pressure where maximum 
volume is reached). 
Substituting Equation (2.7) into Equation (2.6), 
AF V *k *众 
— 二 。 〜 凡 ( 2 . 8 ) 
AP exp(k*F) 
Substituting Equation (2.8) and (2.7) into Equation (2.3), 
D 二 AF 二 本 k  
k ^ k 
...D 二 ^ . (2.9) 
exp(众 * P ) -
When Equation (2.9) is substituted to Equation (2.5), and PTT can be expressed as Equation 
(2.10), 
I * ]r 
P T r = L * J o- . (2.10) 
According to Equation (2.10), PTT, which is two to ten times faster than the propagation 
time of blood flow [12], can be used as an index to evaluate arterial wall elasticity and blood 
pressure. PTT is expected to decrease with increasing blood pressure; therefore, an inversely 
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proportional between PTT and blood pressure is anticipated. Figure 2.2 shows that the 
relationship between blood pressure and the PTT interval from Equation (2.10) is 
approximately linear over a wide range of blood pressure (60-250 mmHg) in theoretical 
simulation [12], 
| I _ I:….X——一^m. i IZl….j ‘ 
« i r 'I ！ ‘ / . ‘ \ ‘ 
>P r .. ,:!,,� ::� . / .. /"J .. 
I I 編 “ ； 一 一 4 . .yZ. .�-，:‘::::\, 
I I p、.、： ,等,z....X‘ _ : ‘ i . 
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‘ TCTnsmfe^al W ^ & s u m i i n m U 0 
Fig 2.2. Simulated variation of PTT, PWV and vascular elasticity with transmural pressure 
[12]. Note: PWTT is equal to PTT. 
As the artery is hardened, the arterial wall is thickened. The elasticity of the artery and the 
diameter of the lumen also decrease, so the blood pressure too finally increases [13, 14], It is 
equivalent to the following example. When a ball (blood) is thrown against a wall (hardened 
arterial wall), the rebound is strong (high blood pressure) and fast (high PWV/short PTT). If 
the ball is thrown against a sofa (elastic arterial wall), the sofa absorbs the force and the 
rebound is weak (low blood pressure) and slow (low PWV/ long PTT). The relationship 
between the change in PTT and the change in blood pressure is also investigated with 
appreciable results supporting this idea [15-18]. Estimation methods of blood pressure using 
PTT have been reported. To my current knowledge, there is, however, no research capable of 
realizing a reliable blood pressure monitor when only the PTT is used [19]. 
Traditionally, two peripheral pulse detectors are used to measure the PTT, but they are easily 
interfered by motion artifact and the measured time interval is indistinctive [7]. Thus, the 
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time difference between the occurrence of the selected point on the ECG signal and that of 
the selected point on the PPG signal in the same cardiac cycle is employed instead of the 
time delay of two pulses [16]. Figure 2.3 demonstrates that the ECG-PPG interval includes 
PTT and the cardiac pre-ejection period (PEP). PEP is the time interval from the beginning 
of the QRS complex (ventricular depolarization) to the beginning of ventricular ejection, 
which occurs with aortic valve opening. However, PEP cannot be easily measured during 
clinical practice [20]. To emphasize the distinction between PTT and the PTT pulse PEP, the 
latter type of measure is referred to as the ECG-PPG interval. 
；ECO-F>PG in > I 
\ —�…k 
\ 力 ECG \ 
^PEB PTT 
/ Aortic Pressure 
7 
J P P G - f i n g e r 
Fig. 2.3. The ECG-PPG interval includes PEP and PTT 
The variation of the ECG-PPG interval always reflects the change in its PTT component and 
the duration of the interval is always varied with blood pressure in the same way [20], The 
PEP in the ECG-PPG interval is altered due to taking drugs and the autonomic 
cardiovascular response during the myocardial contractility [21]. The PEP is sensitive to the 
sympathetic nerve system and is varied independent of blood pressure [22]. The change of 
PEP is not comparable to the change of ECG-PPG interval, hence a constant value can be 
assumed instead of the PEP, that can express as ECG-PPG interval = PTT + constant [23], 
Thus, the change in PTT can be reflected in the ECG-PPG interval. There are several reports 
showing that the ECG-PPG interval has a good correlation with blood pressure including 
both induced hypertension and hypotension, thus the ECG-PPG interval is therefore used to 
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predict blood pressure [7, 16, 17, 24, 25]. The ECG-PPG interval is longer than the time 
interval measured using two peripheral pulse detectors, thus the variation of blood pressure 
is easily distinguished and the resolution of the time delay is also increased. This method 
requires only a PPG sensor, so it is more stable and less prone to motion artifact than using 
two PPG sensors [26]. However, motion artifact still contaminates the PPG signal. The 
reduction of motion artifact from the PPG recordings to obtain accurate measurement of 
blood pressure is explained in Chapter 4. 
2.1.2 Electrocardiogram (ECG) 
The ECG signal provides information on electrical activities, and thus the condition of the 
heart. Its bandwidth ranges from 0.05Hz up to lOOOHz, but 0.05Hz to 80Hz is adequate for 
most monitoring purposes [27]. Electrodes on the body's surface can detect electrical 
impulses occurring in the heart (Figure 2.4). Recordings of these electrical activities 
constitute an electrocardiogram, also called an ECG or EKG [28], Each time the heart beats, 
an electrical impulse radiates through the atria, reaches the artioventricular (AV) node, 
travels down the intreventricular septum, turns at the apex, and spreads through the muscle 
tissue of the ventricles toward the base [29]. Figure 2.5 illustrates the waveform of an ECG 
reflecting the activities of heart. 
. n 
/ 合 
, I y-^ 
Fig. 2.4. Arms and legs are extensions of the electrical field of the heart [29] 
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Fig. 2.5. This illustration shows the P-wave, QRS complex and T-wave of the ECG signal 
[30] 
The waveform of the ECG signal is explained as follows [29, 30]. 
• The P-wave - the electrical impulse generated by the sinoartial (SA) node. The atria start 
to contract shortly after the start of the P wave. 
• The QRS complex — the electrical impulse passes into the walls of the ventricles. This is 
a relatively strong electrical signal because the amount of ventricular muscle is much 
larger than that of the atria. The QRS complex consists of three waves denoting the 
timing of the contraction. The Q-wave is an initial downward spike, the beginning of the 
ventricular contraction. The R-wave is an upward spike, the whole ventricular muscle 
contraction. The S-wave is a second downward spike, the end of the ventricular 
contraction. 
• The T-wave — the turn of the unstimulated condition in the ventricles prepares for 
another contraction. By this time, the atria recover and are preparing for their next 
contraction. 
2.1.2.1 Measurement of the ECG signal 
The most common method to obtain the ECG signal is to use three electrodes attached to the 
right arm, left arm and right leg. Various combinations of electrode sites are identified but 
Lead II (left leg and right arm) and Lead III (left leg and left arm) are the leads that most 
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frequently showed a delayed QRS onset and therefore they are poor choices for measuring 
the QRS duration [29]. Lead I (right arm and the left arm) is therefore employed. Using the 
right-leg driven circuit can increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the ECG signal. Figure 2.6 
shows a schematic diagram of ECG measurement using the right-leg driven circuit. 
^ __ 2Ma 卜 
h —••--篮—1 J Iv/細 
吟-..\…......VW~,......*-<0PA2W 職 -1 
|l H 3S€>m —I ^ 
Fig. 2.6. A schematic diagram of ECG measurement [31] 
2.1.3 Photoplethysmography (PPG) 
The arterial pulses can be detected on extremities through optical, strain gauge or ultrasound 
measurement (Figure 2.7). Ultrasound and strain gauge measurements are very inconvenient 
and very expensive. The optical measurement, which is called PPQ is used due to its 
simplicity and cheap production. 
s •二 i-'"'…； iH ••...i 於… ；pi ijU iM h ^ n , 
議：痛:—譚c 
iii/：;/： ;： M n , C r-M : tf rh.............M 
…：.、，y \.…：^.....iji.： 
Fig. 2.7. The arterial pulse waveform detected by (a) optical, (b) ultrasound, and (c) strain 
gauge measurement 
The PPG signal, which was first described by Hertzman and Spealman [32], is commonly 
used to determine blood oxygenation level, heartbeat and changes in blood flow [33]. The 
PPG technique utilizes an optical transducer, which produces a signal associated with change 
in the volume of red blood cells in the peripheral microvascular bed with each pressure pulse 
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initiated by the heart [34]. Incident radiation of constant intensity (I。）is directed to a region 
with an underlying blood vessel. The intensity of the radiation transmitted thought the vessel 
(It) is modulated by the changes in the dimensions of blood vessel, according to the 
Beer-Lambert law (Equation 2.11): 
log(It/I。）=-a*c*d, (2.11) 
where c = the optical density of blood (mmol L 】)，a = specific absorption coefficient of the 
blood (L mmol-i cm" )^, and d = optical path length (cm) [35]. 
Therefore, an optoelectric detector is used to measure the transmitted radiation. The output 
of the detector indicates the variations in blood volume within the monitored region due to 
the changes in the dimensions of the vessel. There are several properties of PPG detection. 
I) Sites of PPG detection 
Figure 2.8 demonstrates the main peripheral sites for the detection of the PPG signal. They 
all include a high degree of superficial vasculature [36]. The waveform of the PPG signal 
depends upon various peripheral sites showing differences in timing and amplitude [33]. In 
light of simplicity and availability, finger and ear lobe are suggested to detect the pulse; 
however, the effect of motion artifact on a finger probe is less than that on an ear probe [37]. 
Hence, the index finger is used in this work and there is no apparent difference between the 
left index finger and the right index finger [38]. 
I 勸 ： 
：漏 \ 、 ： 
J 丨 I , , 〜 敬 
Fig. 2.8. Common sites in the body at which the pulse can be detected [33] 
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II) Comparison of reflected PPG signal and transmitted PPG signal 
Brinkman and Zijlstra first described reflected PPG signal in 1949 [39]. Figure 2.9 illustrates 
that the level of total light reflection is higher than that of light transmission either with 
blood or almost no blood in the finger [40]. Furthermore, reflected PPG signal does not have 
any limitation on the site of detection and the thickness of the finger. Thus, reflected PPG 
signal is used instead of transmitted PPG signal. 
r~] Reflet fpd ttght 




二 . ‘ • — .•‘ . y ‘ a 
^ ’ ； :. 
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Fig. 2.9. Total light detection of the in vivo measurements [40] 
III) Source of infrared emitter 
Infrared LEDs and laser diodes are commonly available items. It is also possible to use them 
to detect the PPG signal. However, the laser light source increases the cost of the apparatus 
and produces a poor-quality PPG signal (Figure 2.10). The misleading results by the laser 
source affect a simple analysis such as measurement of pulse amplitude because of the laser 
light backscattered from moving blood cells. Measurement of PPG signal is inappropriate 
using the laser source [41]. 
f ^ l r o 
Fig. 2.10. The PPG signal using the laser light source [41] 
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Consequently, the reflected-mode PPG signal from the finger with infrared LED is applied in 
the measurement. 
2.1.3.1 Measurement of the PPG signal 
The PPG probe is composed of a light source and a detector, which are attached to the skin. 
The light from the light source enters the skin, is scattered from inside the tissue and is 
detected by the detector (Figure 2.11). Infrared light of 935 nm from a GaAS LED is used as 
the light source. A NPN silicon phototransistor is used as a detector for receiving the 
reflected light. The phototransistor has a peak wavelength of 935 nm [42]. 
Sodf of 0rofe« 
I Ug树 s^ource I Pho:todefe«tor ��X"^ — 7^1 
Fig. 2.11. The configuration of the PPG probe [43] 
When blood is ejected from the heart into the tissue, a surge of blood pumps through the 
vascular system, expanding the capillaries in the finger, and changing the amount of light 
returning to the phototransistor. The resistance of the phototransistor changes as a function of 
the amount of light falling on it resulting in a change in the electrical current flowing through 
the detector circuit. In this way, the dynamic activity of the vasculature is converted into an 
electrical signal, which is the source of the PPG signal. 
The PPG signal (caused by blood flow) from the detector is amplified with a band-pass filter. 
The PPG signal is finally sent to the computer for recordings and analysis. The cut-off 
frequency of a high-pass filter is 0.5 Hz and that of a low-pass filter is 35 Hz, because the 
most important frequency spectrum of the PPG signal is between 0.5-35 Hz [38]. The 
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interference due to the 50 Hz from power-lines and other occasionally high-frequency noise 
at the input is reduced. The filter effectively allows the passage of the PPG signal. Figure 
2.12 demonstrates the schematic circuit of the PPG device. 
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Fig. 2.12. The schematic circuit of the PPG device 
The operational amplifier is LF 351, which is applied with a 5-V supply. Q1 is a 
phototransistor, which passes a maximum of 250 uA, therefore the value of the resistor R1 = 
5/0.00025= 20 kQ. 
The values of the components are selected to satisfy the frequency spectrum of the PPG 
signal providing a gain of 50. 
R2 = 3.4MQ，R3 = lOkQ and R4 二 200 Q, 
CI =0.47 uFandC2 = 0.1uF. 
Band-pass filter 
1 . 1 
(Dr, - => = , 
0 CR 0 
The lower 3 dB frequency of the band-pass filter = 1/(2* n * C2* R2), 
therefore 1/(2* n *0.1*10 '*3.4*10') 二 0.468 Hz. 
The higher 3 dB frequency of the band-pass filter = 1/(2* ；r* CI* R3), 
therefore 1/(2* n *0.47*10-'*10*10^) = 33.862 Hz. 
Amplifier 
Gain = R3/R4 = 50. 
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2.1.4 Measurement of blood pressure by ECG-PPG interval 
The subject is seated on a comfortable chair, attached to physiological transducers and free 
from motion artifact during the measurement. The ECG signal and the values of blood 
pressure are obtained using a physiological recorder (Astro-Med, Inc Grass Model 7400) and 
an oscillometric cuff-based blood pressure meter (Colin BP8800). This blood pressure meter 
is commonly used in hospitals due to it meeting international standards (Table 2.1). Thus, the 
Colin BP8800 is used to obtain the reference values for our study. 
Table 2.1. The performance of the Colin BP8800 satisfies AAMI and BHS standards 
[44] 
Systolic pressure Diastolic pressure 
AAMI standard (MD±SD) -0.99±3.66 mmHg 0.38+3.77 mmHg 
BHS grade A A 
The PPG signal is obtained using the device described in Section 2.1.3.1. The ECG and PPG 
signals are recorded with the DATAQ Instrument WINDAQ and at a sampling rate of 750 Hz 
per channel. The pulses are analyzed off-line using MATLAB-based digital signal processing 
utilities. The PPG signal is measured at the right-hand finger and a cuff for measuring the 
blood pressure is placed on the left arm. The readings of blood pressure in two arms are 
found to be virtually identical [17], The PPG signal and the values of blood pressure should 
be recorded at different arms simultaneously; otherwise the PPG signal is going to vanish 
due to the arterial occlusion by cuff inflation for measurement of blood pressure. 
After collecting the ECG and PPG signals, the ECG-PPG interval can be found. The time 
interval and the corresponding values of SP, MP and DP are used to establish three 
subject-dependent predicting equations individually. The establishment of the three 
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subject-dependent predicting equations is fully described in Chapter 3. The values of SP, MP 
and DP can be calculated using the noninvasive and cuffless detection of the ECG-PPG 
interval and the three predicting equations. Figure 2.13 demonstrates a block diagram of the 
measurement of blood pressure. 
Systolic, Mean Predicted value of SP, MP and DP 
and Diastolic  
pressure. • � 
I \ Data capture and i \ 
LeadlECG signal I ^ ^ signal processing ^mear re^ess.on hnes 
Reflected-mode 
PPG signal. V ^  
ECG-PPG interval 
Fig. 2.13. A block diagram of the measurement of blood pressure 
2.2 Source of errors for measurement of the ECG-PPG interval 
This section investigates the effects of variability of the ECG-PPG intervals on blood 
pressure measurement. It also considers the effects of arm bending and external force as both 
factors may affect normal blood flow and provide unreliable results for the measurement of 
the ECG-PPG interval. The Q-point of the ECG signal and the peak of the PPG signal are 
regarded as the reference points for the evaluation of the ECG-PPG interval in this section. 
The procedures of the experiment and the measurement of blood pressure are mainly based 
on Section 2.1.4. 
2.2.1 Effects of variability of ECG-PPG intervals 
The beat-by-beat variability of blood pressure is due to changes in compliance of the arteries, 
intrinsic or extrinsic arterial compression or the respiration variation [2, 45] (Figure 2.14). 
-
Diascolic pressure 
f： 0 � _ f _ 4 , i 
0 " 'NTt>f beatiJ " 22S 
Figure 2.14, The variation of SP and DP over a short period [46] 
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Figure 2.15 illustrates that the time for a single determination of cuff-based measurement to 
detect blood pressure is about 30-40 seconds, which is the result of the standard inflation and 
deflation speeds of 6 mmHg/s and 2 mmHg/s respectively [47]. The values of SP, MP and 
DP are measured at different points in time. It is not possible to interpret the measured values 
taken at the end of the measurement because the SP is determined about 20 seconds before 
[45], This time shift becomes important especially after an exercise phase. Hence, the 
readings of the reference meter cannot provide beat-by-beat values [45]. The ECG-PPG 
interval changes with blood pressure simultaneously, so the values of the cuff-based blood 
pressure meter cannot exactly reflect the corresponding values of the ECG-PPG interval. In 
this section, the effects of variability of ECG-PPG intervals on the measurement of blood 
pressure are investigated. 
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Fig.2.15. Recordings of cuff pressure and oscillations in pressure during a determination [47] 
A) Experiment 
The procedures of the experiment were similar to those described in Section 2.1.4. Five 
subjects were involved, and the experiment recorded their ECG and PPG signals for the 
period of the single measurement of the cuff-based method. Changes in the ECG-PPG 
intervals were observed during the single determination of blood pressure. The reference 




Table 2.2 illustrates that the variations of the ECG-PPG intervals were obtained during the 
period of the cuff-based measurement of blood pressure from five subjects. 
Table 2.2. Results of ECG-PPG intervals within the single determination of the 
cuff-based measurement from the 5 subjects 
Subjects Max. Min. Mean Diff Max. Diff Min. Diff Max. * Diff Min. * 
TECG.PPG{^) TECG.PPG{S) TECG.PPG{^) ( S ) ( S ) ( % ) ( % ) 
A 0.3503 0.3314 0.3415 0.0106 -0.0101 3.10 -2.96 
B 0.3221 0.2986 0.3102 0.0119 -0.0116 3.84 -3.74 
C 0.343 0.3192 0.3313 0.0117 -0.0121 3.53 -3.65 
D 0.3487 0.3315 0.3395 0.0092 -0.008 2.71 -2.36 
E 0.3642 0.3467 0.3504 0.0139 -0.0036 3.97 -1.02 
Mean 0.0115 -0.0091 3.43 -2.75 
Standard deviation 0.0017 -0.0035 0.52 1.12 
Notes: TECG-PPG 二 The time interval between ECG signal and PPG signal (ECG-PPG interval), 
Max. TECG-PPG = Maximum value of E C G - P P G interval during the period, 
Min. TECG-PPG = Minimum value of ECG-PPG interval during the period, 
Mean TECG-PPG = Mean value of E C G - P P G interval during the period, 
Diff Max/Mm = (Max./Min. (T^^^ _ ^ ^ ^ _ ppG), 
(Diff Max./Min.) 
Diff MaxMin* = — — * 100% . 
Mean CTecg-PPG) 
The effects of variability of ECG-PPG intervals on the cuffless and noninvasive 
measurement of blood pressure can be demonstrated by the results for Subject E. The 
maximum, minimum and mean values of ECG-PPG intervals during a single cufF-based 
measurement are entered into the subject-dependent regression lines for SP, MP and DP: 
SP 二 -1066.81* (TECG-ppg) + 497.96, 
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MP = -575.49* (TECG-PPG) + 281.41, 
DP = -354.68* (TECG-PPG) + 183.68. 
The reference values and the predicted values of SP, MP and DP using the mean, maximum 
and minimum value of ECG-PPG intervals are listed in Table 2.3. 
Table 2.3. Results of the measurement of blood pressure using the average, maximum 
and minimum values of ECG-PPG intervals during a single cuff-based measurement 
SP (mmHg) MP (mmHg) DP (mmHg) 
Reference values 120 76 57 
TECG-PPG Predicted SP Predicted MP Predicted DP 
(s) (mmHg) (mmHg) (mmHg) 
Mean TECG-PPG 0.3503 124.26 79.82 59.44 
Difference 4.26 3.82 2.44 
Difference error (%) 3.55 5.03 4.28 
Max. TECG-PPG 0.3642 109.43 71.82 54.51 
Difference 0.0139* -10.57 -4.18 -2.49 
Difference error (%) 3.97** -8.81 -5.5 -4.36 
Min. TECG-PPG 0.3467 128.10 81.89 60.71 
Difference -0.0036* 8.1 5.89 3.71 
Difference error (%) -1.02** 6.75 7.75 6.51 
Note： Difference = (Predicted value-Reference value), 
TVff (Difference) Difference error = * 100%, 
Reference value 
* Difference = (Max./Min. (T^^^.ppQ)'Mean(T^^^.pp^)' 
^^ (*Difference) 
Difference error = * 100% • 
Mean (Tecg_ PPG) 
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C) Discussion 
Table 2.2 shows that the ECG-PPG intervals are varied during the single cuff-based 
measurement for every subject. The maximum differences from the mean value of the 
ECG-PPG intervals are about 3%. However, this difference can result in the misleading 
measurement of blood pressure. According to Table 2.3, the difference and the difference 
error for SP, MP and DP using the average value of ECG-PPG intervals are about 5 mmHg 
smaller than that using the maximum or minimum value of the ECG-PPG intervals. This 
implies that the individual values are unreliable indicators of blood pressure. After averaging 
the ECG-PPG intervals, the errors due to the variability of ECG-PPG intervals can be 
minimized [1, 24] and the measurement of blood pressure is more accurate. 
In order to obtain high accuracy of measurement, interval averaging is recommended for the 
noninvasive and cuffless measurement of blood pressure. The change of the ECG-PPG 
interval is random due to the variability of blood pressure. Average value of the ECG-PPG 
interval provides an improved relationship with blood pressure [48]. Five consecutive 
ECG-PPG intervals are suggested to obtain the average value of the calculated time intervals 
instead of using the whole period of the cuff-based measurement. The differences in the 
results using the average values with five ECG-PPG intervals are comparable to that of the 
whole period of the cuff-based measurement. The results using average values of five 
heartbeats from the typical subject are listed in Table 2.4. 
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Table 2.4. Results of measurement using the average ECG-PPG interval within the time 
for a single cuff-based measurement and within five heartbeats 
SP (mmHg) MP (mmHg) DP (mmHg) 
Reference value 120 76 57 
TECG-PPG Predicted SP Predicted MP Predicted DP 
(s) (mmHg) (mmHg) (mmHg) 
Mean 0.3503 124.26 79.81 59.44 
Difference 4.26 3.82 2.44 
Difference error (%) 3.55 5.03 4.28 
Mean with 5 heart beats 0.3510 123.51 79.41 59.19 
Difference -0.0007* 3.51 3.41 2.19 
Difference error (%) -0.20** - 2.92 4.49 3.84 
Note： * Difference: (MeanT^^^ ^ ^ ^ with five heart beats - Mean T^^^ ^ ^ ^ ) , 
* * (Difference) 
Difference error = * 100% . 
M e a n T … ^ …彳 
ECG - PPG 
2.2.2 Effects of bending the arm 
With the traditional cuff-based method, there are limitations on arm bending to minimize 
errors of measurement (Figure 2.16) [49]. Blood flow in the artery and the ECG-PPG 
interval may be varied due to bending the arm. In this section, the different levels of arm 
bending that might influence the measurement of the ECG-PPG interval are investigated. 
^^ 漏 
Fig. 2.16. The limitation of arm bending for cuff-based BP measurement [49] 
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AJ Experiment 
The experimental procedure is similar to that described in Section 2.1.4. Five subjects were 
requested to bend their arms in three positions to determine the general change of the 
relationship between the ECG-PPG interval and the arm bending. The three positions 
included a total bend - where the arm was fully bent (Figure 2.17), a 90-degree bend - a 
slight bend of the arm (Figure 2.18), and a straight arm - where there was no bend at all 
(Figure 2.19). 
Fig. 2.17. Straight arm 
E 
Fig. 2.18. 90-degree bend 
HBHHHE：^ 
Fig. 2.19. Total bend 
The ECG and PPG signals were recorded simultaneously. The PPG signal was obtained from 
the index finger with the arm bent into the three different positions described above. The 
subjects were required to assume each position for 10 seconds. The average value of 
ECG-PPG intervals was determined, which enabled observation of the changes in ECG-PPG 
intervals that resulted from different positions of the arm. 
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To estimate the effects of arm bending on the measurement of blood pressure, the reference 
values of the cuff-based blood pressure meter (Colin 8800) were compared with the 
calculated values of blood pressure with total arm bending, 90-degree arm bending and 
straight arm respectively. 
B) Results 
Figure 2.20 illustrates the variations in ECG-PPG intervals obtained from subjects assuming 
the three different arm positions. 
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Fig. 2.20. The ECG-PPG intervals for five subjects assuming the three arm positions, where 
A, B, C, D and E denote the subjects, '1' denotes straight arm, '2' denotes a 90-degree bend, 
and '3' denotes a full bend. 
Table 2.5 shows the mean value of the ECG-PPG intervals from the three different positions 
of arm bending by the five subjects. 
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Table 2.5. Results of the mean value of the ECG-PPG intervals with different positions 
of arm bending by the 5 subjects 
Subjects Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Diff 2_1 Diff3_l Diff2_l* Diff3_l* 
(s) (s) (s) (s) (s) (%) (%) 
A 0.313 0.3669 0.3931 0.0539 0.0801 17.21 25.59 
B 0.3314 0.3403 0.3645 0.0089 0.0331 2.69 9.98 
C 0.3395 0.3608 0.3771 0.0213 0.0376 6.27 11.08 
D 0.3475 0.3920 0.4069 0.0445 0.0594 12.81 17.08 
E 0.3511 0 .3689 0 .4020 0.0110 0 .0509 3 .13 14.50 
Mean 0.0279 0.0522 8.42 15.64 
Standard deviation 0.0181 0.0168 5.69 5.57 
Note： Diff 2 1 / 3 1 = ((ECG- PPG interval) with position 2/position 3 - ( E C G - PPG interval) with position 1), 
(Diff 2 1/3 1) 
Diff 2_1/3_1*= = ~ — * 100% 
— _ (ECG - PPG interval) with position 1 
The effects of bending the arm on the cuffless and noninvasive measurement of blood 
pressure can be demonstrated from Subject E. The regression lines for SP, MP and DP are 
similar to those described in Section 2.2.1. The reference values and the calculated values of 
SP, MP and DP with a straight arm, a 90-degree bend, and a total bend are listed in Table 2.6. 
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Table 2.6. A comparison of the results of the reference methods and the measurements 
for different arm positions for SP, MP and DP 
Mean TECG-PPG SD TECG-PPG SP MP DP 
(s) (s) (mmHg) (mmHg) (mmHg) 
Total arm bending 
Reference value 125 82 60 
Calculated value 0.4020 0.0212 69.10 50.06 41.10 
Difference (mmHg) -55.9 -31.94 -18.9 
Difference error (%) -44.72 -38.95 -31.5 
90-degree arm bending 
Reference value 130 85 64 
Calculated value 0.3689 0.0101 104.42 69.11 52.84 
Difference (mmHg) -25.58 -15.89 -11.16 
Difference error (%) -19.67 -18.69 -17.44 
Straight arm 
Reference value 126 84 63 
Calculated value 0.3511 0.0035 123.39 79.36 59.15 
Difference (mmHg) -2.61 -4.64 -3.85 
Difference error (%) -2.07 -5.52 -6.11 
Note： D i f f e r ence : (Calculated value -Reference value), 
(Differenc e) 
Difference error = * 1 0 0 % , 
Reference value 
Mean TECG-PPG = The mean value of ECG-PPG intervals during the measurement, 
SD TECG-PPG = The standard deviation of ECG-PPG intervals during the measurement. 
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C) Discussion 
Figure 2.20 indicates that the ECG-PPG interval varies for every subject as a result of 
bending the arm. Further, the ECG-PPG interval increases with the degree to which the arm 
is bent. For instance, the ECG-PPG interval is longer when the arm is fully bent than when it 
is straight. This is due to the compression of blood vessels when the arm is bent, restraining 
the flow and thus prolonging the ECG-PPG interval significantly. However, the prolonged 
ECG-PPG interval does not interfere with the calculation of the heart rate, which is based on 
the time interval between two consecutive R-waves of ECG signal (R-R interval). The details 
of the ECG-PPG interval and heart rate are explained in Section 3.3. Additionally, there is a 
wider distribution of the ECG-PPG intervals when the arm is bent. This implies that the 
reliability of the ECG-PPG interval when the arm is straight is higher than when the arm is 
bent. Table 2.5 shows that the difference in ECG-PPG intervals between an arm fully bent 
and bent at 90 degrees is about 15% and 8% respectively. These differences in measurement 
lead to the inaccurate calculation of blood pressure. According to Table 2.6, the results of 
blood pressure measurements using the ECG-PPG interval are totally different when an arm 
is bent at different angles. The difference between the reference values and the predicted 
values with the arm fully bent is over 30 mmHg for SP, MP and DP, but the difference when 
the arm is straight is only approximately 3 mmHg. Since the change in ECG-PPG intervals is 
due to the variation of blood flow, this change cannot reflect a variation in blood pressure. 
Measurement of the ECG-PPG interval is significantly influenced by the posture of the arm. 
Hence, posture should be carefully restricted to keep the normal blood flow and to obtain 
accurate and reliable measurement of the ECG-PPG interval. 
2.2.3 Effects of an external force 
The force applied by a finger to the PPG probe may compress the artery severely. Such a 
compressive force may alter blood flow and may thus influence the ECG-PPG interval and 
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the final measurement. In this section, the effects of an external force on the ECG-PPG 
interval are investigated. 
A) Experiment 
A foil strain-gauge sensor (5mm gauge, L. 11mm, W. 4mm), which converts mechanical 
energy to electrical energy, was used to detect the compressive force applied to the PPG 
probe. Due to its outstanding sensitivity, Wheatstone bridge is widely used for strain 
measurements [50]. Figure 2.21 illustrates the bridge circuit used to collect signal from the 
strain-gauge sensor. 
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Fig. 2.21. The circuit diagram shows the signal detected by the strain gauge 
The strain gauge was placed in one leg of the Wheatstone bridge, and the other legs 
contained fixed resistors with resistance equal to the strain gauge (120 Q). An input DC 
voltage, Vin, was applied between the top and bottom of the bridge and the output voltage 
was measured across the middle. When the output voltage was zero, the bridge was balanced. 
As the resistance of the strain gauge changed, the bridge became unbalanced. A potential 
difference appeared across the middle of the bridge. 
When the circuit was balanced, 
= (2.12) 
where, R1=R2=R3=120Q and R4 = R^ auge-
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The resistance of the strain-gauge sensor, Rgauge = (1+5)* 120 Q. 
When the circuit was unbalanced, 
( n R \ 
V �— ^ ^^^^ . (2.13) 
° +^2 ^gauge + ^ 
Then, V�ut= Vm*( (5/2)*Rf/R, where 5 = AR/R, Rf (Rf = R5 = R6) was used to control the 
amplification of the bridge, and Vout depended linearly on d . 
The configuration of the experiment was similar to that described in Section 2.1.4. The 
sensor was calibrated, in terms of force (N), by putting objects of known weight on the 
sensor. The calibrated strain-gauge sensor was attached to the top of the PPG probe (Figure 
2.22). The experimental sample consisted of five subjects. Using their fmger, subjects 
exerted a force of varying degree to the PPG probe. The relationship between the ECG-PPG 
interval and the values of the external force was detected simultaneously. The ECG and PPG 
signals were recorded for 10 seconds with different values of the compressive force. The 
average ECG-PPG interval was determined, thus allowing observation of the changes in the 
ECG-PPG intervals under different external forces. The PPQ ECG and the strain gauge 
signals were sampled at 750 samples/s per channel on the WINDAQ computer-based data 
acquisition unit simultaneously. These signals were analyzed off-line using MATLAB-based 
digital signal processing utilities. To estimate the effects of arm bending on the measurement 
of blood pressure, the reference values from the automatic cuff-based blood pressure meter 
(Colin 8800) were also used to compare the calculated values of blood pressure under a 
strong force (4 N) and a weak force (2 N) respectively. 
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H Strain-gauge sensor 
Fig. 222. The configuration of the strain-gauge sensor on the PPG probe 
B) Results 
Figure 2.23 illustrates ECQ PPG and strain-gauge sensor signals from a typical subject. The 
values of the ECG-PPG interval under an increasing force applied to the sensor during the 
measurement are also shown. Figure 2.24 demonstrates the relationship between external 
force and ECG-PPG interval. In addition, the mean value of the ECG-PPG intervals with 
strong force (4 N) and weak force (2 N) from the five subjects are listed in Table 2.7. 
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Fig. 2.23. ECQ PPQ and strain-gauge signals, and the ECG-PPG interval values 
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Fig. 2.24. The relationship between external force and the ECG-PPG interval 
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Table 2.7. Results of the average value of the ECG-PPG interval with forces of 2 N and 
4 N exerted by 5 subjects on the PPG probe 
Subjects 2 N force (s) 4 N force (s) Difference (s) Difference error (%) 
A 0.2848 0.3084 0.0236 ^  
B 0.3189 0.3417 0.0228 ^  
C 0.3427 0.3651 0.0224 
D 0.3562 0.3972 0.0410 
E 0.3550 0.4027 0.0477 13.44 
Mean 0.0315 
Standard deviation 0.0120 ^  
Note: Difference = T^^^ pp^ with 4N - T^^^ . pp^ with 2 N , 
(Difference) 
Difference error = * 100% • 
W p m W i t h 2 N 
The effects of external force on the cuffless and noninvasive measurement of blood pressure 
can be demonstrated from Subject E. The regression lines for SP, MP and DP are similar to 
those described in Section 2.2.1. The reference values and the calculated values of SP, MP 
and DP under different levels of force on the PPG probe from Subject E are listed in Table 
2 .8. 
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Table 2.8. Results of the ECG-PPG intervals and blood pressure measurement under 
different forces acting on the PPG probe 
Mean TECG-PPG S D TECG-PPG S P M P D P 
(s) (s) (mmHg) (mmHg) (mmHg) 
2 N force 
Reference value 125 84 60 
Calculated value 0.3550 0.0052 119.24 77.11 57.77 
Difference (mmHg) -5.76 -6.89 -2.23 
Difference error (%) -4.61 -8.20 -3.72 
4 N force 
Reference value 126 87 64 
Calculated value 0.4027 0.0237 68.36 49.66 40.85 
Difference (mmHg) -57.64 -37.34 -23.15 
Difference error (%) -45.75 -42.92 -36.17 
C) Discussion 
Figure 2.23 shows that the amplitude of the PPG signal decreases as the compressive force 
acting on the blood vessel increases. There is a good correlation between the amplitude of 
the finger photoplethysmographic signal and the blood flow in the finger [51]. The distortion 
of the PPG signal does not change the ECG-PPG interval greatly when subjected to small 
external forces (2 N). Figure 2.24 illustrates that the ECG-PPG interval does not change 
significantly until force is increased. When force is increased to 4 N, the underlying brachial 
artery is compressed firmly. Under this pressure the amplitude of the PPG signal becomes 
small and the blood flow is changed. The contact pressure between the probe and the skin 
affects the reflectance pulsations. When a larger external force is applied, the reduced pulse 
pressure in the distal arterial segment is likely to result in an increase in arterial compliance, 
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thereby slowing the pulse wave velocity and increasing the ECG-PPG interval [52], The 
phenomenon is similar to the results described in Section 2.2.2. When the blood flow is 
irregular, the ECG-PPG interval is prolonged. According to Table 2.7, the difference error 
between the ECG-PPG intervals with a force of 4 N and 2 N are over 5% for each subject. 
These differences in measurement result in the inaccurate prediction of blood pressure. Table 
2.8 shows that when a force of 4 N is applied to the probe, the differences in measurement 
are over 20 mmHg for SP, MP and DP. The calculated values of blood pressure are incorrect 
when the finger is pressed too hard on the PPG probe because the increased ECG-PPG 
interval is not due to variations in blood pressure. Hence, this implies the finger should rest 
on the PPG probe under its own weight during the experiment. 
2.3 Conclusion 
The basic idea of measuring the values of blood pressure is based on the ECG-PPG interval, 
which includes the PTT, because blood pressure is related to the PTT. Lead I ECG signal 
and the reflected-mode PPG signal from the finger with infrared LED are used to optimize 
the conditions for measuring the ECG-PPG interval. The errors should be minimized during 
the measurement of the ECG-PPG interval in order to obtain an accurate and reliable 
measurement of blood pressure. Three factors, the effects of ECG-PPG interval variability, 
arm bending, and external force on the measurement of ECG-PPG interval, have been 
investigated to minimize those errors. The average value of ECG-PPG intervals over five 
heartbeats should be used. Experimental results show that the predicted values of blood 
pressure using an individual ECG-PPG interval result in differences above 10 mmHg, and 
that using the average value of ECG-PPG intervals leads to differences below 5 mmHg from 
the reference values. In addition, the arm should be straight during the measurement. 
Experimental results indicate that the measurement differences between the reference values 
and the predicted values with total arm bending are over 30 mmHg for SP, MP and DP, but 
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that differences using a straight arm are only about 3 mmHg. Furthermore, the external force 
should not apply firmly to the PPG probe. Experimental results indicated that measurement 
differences with a heavy force pressing on the probe are over 20 mniHg for SP, MP and DP 
respectively. With these proposed methods, the reliability and the accuracy of the 
measurement are improved greatly. 
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Chapter 3 
Cuffless and Noninvasive Measurement of 
Blood Pressure 
3.1 Introduction 
Chapter 2 presented a reliable and accurate method to obtain the ECG-PPG interval, which is 
considered a viable way to estimate the value of blood pressure. This chapter explores 
improved ways of measuring blood pressure using the ECG-PPG interval, with an emphasis 
on subject-dependent calibration. It also analyzes the different ways to select ECG-PPG 
intervals, and defines the appropriate ECG-PPG interval to obtain accurate results for 
measuring blood pressure. In addition, the appropriate model for the ECG-PPG interval is 
utilized to improve the measurement of blood pressure. Finally, real-time measurements using 
the proposed method are described. 
A) Prediction equations for measuring blood pressure 
Prediction equations for measuring blood pressure [1, 2] are subject-dependent and therefore 
need to be calibrated for new users before measurements can be taken. A linear regression 
line is used as the prediction equation due to its simplicity. The least squares method is used 
to estimate the regression line to determine the intercept and the slope of the regression 
equation respectively. The least squares line that comes closest to all of the points is the line 
n A • 
best suited to minimize the residual sum of squares,^{BP^ - BI])! [3]. A general regression 
line is provided by Equation (3.1). Equations (3.2) and (3.3) are used to calculate the intercept 
and the slope of the regression line respectively. The parameters, a and b, denote the intercept 
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and the slope of the regression line, BP represents the actual measured blood pressure (SP, 
A 
M P or D P ) , TECG-PPG represents the E C G - P P G interval, BP represents the predicted values of 




where ^ ^ E ^ ^ " ^ * E(^ ^CG-PPO ) , (3.2) 
n 
and [ 一 X ( T 臉 P P G ) * (BP) - ^ ( T e c g — p p g ) * Z(朋) (3.3) 
打 * ^  (^ECG-PPG ) - (Tecg-PPG )) 
Based on the knowledge of the ECG-PPG interval, the slope and the intercept of the 
regression line, the values of blood pressure can be predicted. However, the regression line 
should not be used to make predictions for the ECG-PPG interval outside the range of 
calibrated data because we have no evidence about the relationship beyond such data. The 
regression line is taken as a reasonable approximation for the calibrated data. The observed 
data outside the range of the calibrated data cannot be used with the regression line [4]. Thus, 
four points, two maximum values and two minimum values for the ECG-PPG interval, are 
used to establish the regression line. 
B) Correlation coefficient 
A correlation coefficient is a number between -1 and 1 that measures the degree to which two 
variables are linearly related, in this case, the ECG-PPG interval and BP. The correlation 
coefficient most commonly used is Pearson's r, or the 'product-moment' correlation 
coefficient. The correlation coefficient, R, can be expressed as Equation 3.4. The value of R 
ranges from -1.00 (a perfect negative correlation) to 1.00 (a perfect positive correlation). A 
correlation coefficient of 0.00 indicates no linear relationship between factors. The square of 
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the correlation coefficient, R ,^ is often used to determine the quality of a regression equation 
[5]. If R2 = 1, then the ECG-PPG interval explains BP perfectly. If R �= 0 , then the ECG-PPG 
interval implies nothing about BP. 
R ^ (TECG-PPG ) I — (TECG-PPG ) * ( B I ) “ BP) (3 斗） 
松(T—ppGii-(TECG-PPoyy&p,, 
where T^cg-ppg represents the mean of the ECG-PPG interval and BP represents the mean 
of blood pressure. 
C) Hypothesis testing for slope of regression line 
The slope of the regression line is computed on the basis of calibrated data and expresses 
quantitatively the straight-line dependence of blood pressure on the ECG-PPG interval. 
However, that there is a relationship between blood pressure and the ECG-PPG interval in the 
calibrated data (i.e., b 关 0) does not imply a relationship in the population. Hence, before 
using the regression line for actual prediction a statistical test should be conducted to 
determine that the predicted slope does not equal zero [5], Two kinds of statistical 
hypotheses are employed. The first is the null hypothesis, which states that blood pressure has 
no effect on the ECG-PPG interval; that is, H� : slope = 0. The second hypothesis states that 
there is an experimental effect; that is, Hi slope 0 [6], In the experimental context, the 
purpose of hypothesis testing is to determine whether there is a relationship between the 
ECG-PPG interval and blood pressure. This research attempts to reject the null hypothesis, 
which states that there is no relationship between them [6]. After setting up the null 
hypothesis, the probability that the observed data is obtained when the null hypothesis was 
true is estimated. This probability is termed the p-value. A cut-off level for statistical 
significance, which denotes a, is usually taken at 0.05. When the p-value is below the cut-off 
level, which is chosen depending on the result, it is called statistically significant, and when it 
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is above the cut-off level, it is known as insignificant. Thus, hypothesis tests are often called 
significance tests [4]. The confidence interval method is another way of testing the null 
hypothesis. If the interval covers zero, the null hypothesis is rejected [6] and the range of the 
values for the alternative hypothesis are expressed [3]. 
D) Confidence interval 
The confidence interval (CI) [4] for the regression slope states that there is 1-a probability 
that the true regression slope lies within the stated confidence interval [6]. The confidence 
interval is defined as b±ta/2,n-2*se(b), where iaJ2,n-2 is the upper all percent point of the t-
distribution with n-2 degrees of freedom. The standard error of the slope, se(b), is strongly 
related to the residual standard deviation, Sres (Equation 3.5), 
(3.5) 
•yj^xx 
Sxx is the sum of squares of the ECG-PPG interval (Equation 3.6), 
SN = X {ECG - PPG)]-(沉：“)2, (3.6) 
where i denotes the index of the observed data, ECG-PPG denotes the ECG-PPG interval, n 
denotes the number of observed data, and Sres is expressed as Equation (3.7), 
身 广 BP J , (3.7) 
res r\ 
n-2 
where BP denotes the blood pressure (SP, MP or DP), and BPf,t denotes the calculated values 
of blood pressure on the regression line. 
E) Prediction interval 
A prediction interval [4] is a range of values that we are confident will contain a future value 
from the process being sampled; in this case, the ECG-PPG interval [3], For any value of the 
ECG-PPG interval, the predicted value is BPFU = a + b* (TECG-PPG). The prediction interval is 
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calculated with the estimated standard deviation of individual values of BP corresponding to 
the value of the ECG-PPG interval. The prediction interval is defined as BPfit土 ta/2,n-2*Spred, 
where ta/2’n-2 is the upper a/2 percentage point of the t-distribution with n-2 degrees of 
freedom. 
The estimated standard deviation is given by Equation (3.8), 
* L i + ECG-PPG ) - {Tecg-ppg ))‘ (3.8) 
E) Measurement of agreement 
Most method comparison studies rely on directly comparing results obtained by alternative 
methods, and comparing whether an alternative method agrees sufficiently with an older one 
to replace it. There are several types of method comparison, but some of them, such as 
comparison of means, comparison of correlation coefficient, and linear regression, are not 
appropriate to determine the agreement between two methods [7]. The Bland and Altman plot 
is commonly used to help in the interpretation of method comparison. The plot is always 
preferable in applications related to medical measurement and allows us to investigate the 
measurement error between two different methods [8]. The agreement of the cuffless and 
noninvasive measurement for SP, MP and DP with the corresponding blood pressure 
measurement is analyzed according to the Bland and Altman plots. The AAMI [9] criteria, 
which was published in 1987, uses the Bland and Altman plot to verify the agreement of the 
measurement of blood pressure. The mean difference (MD) and standard deviation (SD) of 
the difference between the two methods of measurement are used as the assessment of 
agreement. The Bland and Altman plot is described as a scatter plot of the differences 
between two measurements (test measurement 一 reference measurement) against their 
average values ([test measurement + reference measurement]/]) [7], This plot indicates 
whether the distribution of the differences varies according to blood pressure level. 
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The MD and 95% confidence interval (2*SD) can be superimposed on the Bland and Altman 
plot. Using this approach, clinical researchers can carry out validation studies on the methods 
of blood pressure measurement [10]. Provided difference within MD±2*SD is not clinically 
important, we can use the two methods interchangeably. This is referred to as the "limits of 
agreement". The limits of agreement estimate the range of agreement between two methods. 
The limits of agreement are small enough for us to be confident that the new method can be 
used in place of the old or reference method. The AAMI standard [9] for device acceptability 
is that the mean difference of paired measurements made with the test method and the 
standard method should be ^ 5 mmHg, with a standard deviation of ^ 8 mmHg (i.e., limits 
of agreement, ±16 mmHg) for SP, MP and DP. When it comes to comparability, the SD of the 
differences is as important as their mean, because a small number of samples can demonstrate 
a large SD. Figure 3.1 shows the AAMI reports of the electronic blood pressure meter 
(Phxxxxx HP - 5xxx) for SP and DP with Bland and Altman plots. Additionally, the absolute 
values of the measurement differences are shown in our study because the positive and 
negative values of the differences compensate for the calculation of MD [11]. 
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Fig. 3.1. The Bland and Altman plot from the AAMI report for SP (left) and DP (right) [9] 
Another assessment of blood pressure measurement is the BHS standard. BHS issued the 
standard for the evaluation of method accuracy in 1990 [12]. It is a more rigorous assessment 
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because the percentages of absolute differences between the test and the reference methods 
must be computed and tabulated so as to fall within the thresholds of 5, 10, and 15 mmHg. 
The grade is determined based on the percentages within the thresholds. The details are 
shown in Appendix I. The intention of computing percentages of differences is to enhance 
information about the method, which must be made public for potential users. It is suggested 
here that both BHS and AAMI standards should be satisfied. To be considered satisfactory, a 
method or a device should obtain at least a B grade from the BHS standard and a Pass grade 
from the AAMI standard for SP, MP and DP. Chapter 1 has already shown that few blood 
pressure devices on the market pass the BHS and AAMI standards. 
3.2 Effects of subject-dependent calibration 
The cuffless and noninvasive measurement of blood pressure using the ECG-PPG interval 
should be calibrated first for a new user. The relationship between the values of blood 
pressure and the ECG-PPG interval is established before taking the measurement. This 
section clarifies the importance of the subject-dependent calibration. 
A) Experiment 
The AAMI recommends a minimum of 15 subjects and more than 150 observations to 
perform the comparison [13]. To satisfy the AAMI conditions, data were collected from 24 
male and 6 female subjects aged from 19 years to 40 years without any cardiac disease. The 
procedures of the experiment were similar to those described in Section 2.1.4. The 
experiment for each subject consisted of a series of measurements with at least 5 minutes rest 
between measurements to enable adequate blood flow in the artery after the cuff inflation. 
The period of each measurement was 10 seconds. According to results from Chapter 2, the 
subject should maintain a constant and gentle pressure on the PPG device, and the arm should 
be straight during the PPG measurement. After 6-7 measurements, the subject was requested 
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to perform light physical exercise for about 2 minutes in order to increase the range of 
condition during the measurement for each subject. The subject's blood pressure was elevated 
due to the body's demand for extra oxygen during exercise. A further 6-7 measurements were 
taken after exercise. As explained in Chapter 2, the ECG and PPG signals can be determined 
in each 10-second measurement, which enhances its accuracy [14]. In this case the average 
value of ECG-PPG intervals were determined between the Q-wave of the ECG signal and the 
peak of the PPG signal. Each subject's set of measurements was divided into two groups, one 
set for calibration and the other set for evaluation. 
This section analyzed the measurement of blood pressure without calibration. In order to 
establish three general equations able to predict blood pressure for all subjects, all data from 
the calibration set were used to build up a large database. The ECG-PPG intervals in the 
evaluation set of all subjects were used to calculate the values of SP, MP and DP with the 
three general prediction equations. The reference values of SP, MP and DP, which were 
obtained using the automatic oscillometric blood pressure meter (Colin BP8 800), in the 
evaluation set were regarded as the benchmark for the predicted values of SP, MP and DP. 
All statistical analysis was performed using NCSS2001, Microsoft ExceF^ and Matlab. 
B) Results 
Establishment of prediction equations for measuring blood pressure without subject-
dependent calibration 
The statistical parameters for regression lines for all subjects relating to SP, MP and DP using 
ECG-PPG intervals are listed in Table 3.1. According to Table 3.1, the value of R^ is very 
low. This implies that the ECG-PPG interval is not suitable to predict the values of blood 
pressure without calibration. The regression lines, confidence intervals and prediction 
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intervals are established for the SP (Figure 3.2), MP (Figure 3.3) and DP (Figure 3.4) using 
the ECG-PPG interval with all subjects combined. The circle points represent the reference 
values of the blood pressure from a typical subject. The square points represent the data for 
establishing the regression lines for all subjects. 
Table 3.1. The statistical parameters for regression lines from all subjects relating to SP, 
MP and DP 
Parameters [MP [DP 
Regression coefficient -262.84 -142.04 -77.69 
Lower 95% confidence limit -355.68 -206.13 -134.94 
Upper 95% confidence limit -170.00 -77.949 -20.46 
Reject HO (Alpha = 0.05) Y ^ Y ^ Y ^ 
Power (Alpha = 0.05) 0.9986 0.9917 0.9603 
^ 0.248 - 0.271 0.305 
P 0 .0463 0 .0412 0 .0348 
p<0.05 represents a statistically significant correlation. 
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Fig. 3.4. Regression line for all subjects for DP 
The confidence intervals for SP (-355.68< CI <-170), for MP (-206.13< CI <-77.949) and for 
DP (-134.94 < CI < -20.46) do not cover zero, so the hypotheses that the slopes for SP, MP 
and DP are zero are rejected. 
Estimated Model: SP = (200.88) + (-262.84) * (TECG-PPG), 
MP = (126.83) + (-142.04) * (TECG-PPG), 
DP 二 (89.95) + (-77.69) * (TECG-PPG). 
Results of blood pressure measurement without subject-dependent calibration 
Comparing the values of the reference measurement, the results of blood pressure 
measurement without calibration from 30 subjects are listed in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2. Results of blood pressure measurement from 30 subjects without subject-
dependent calibration for SP, MP and DP (AAMI and BHS standards) 
^ M P D P 
^ M D (mmHg) XT? ^ ^ 
SD (mmHg) J J ^ ^ I M 
Abs一MD (mmHg) ^ 
Abs_SD (mmHg) ^ ^ 
< 15 mmHg (%) 68.55 86.02 94.70 
< 10 mmHg (%) 53.27 67.68 81.65 
< 5 mmHg (%) 27.07 44.54 49.34 
BHS Grade D C C 
Notes: MD represents the mean difference, SD represents the standard deviation, Abs MD 
represents the mean of the absolute difference, and Abs SD represents the standard deviation 
of the absolute difference. < 5, 10, 15 mmHg represent the percentages of the absolute 
differences between the reference method and the proposed method below 5, 10, 15 mmHg. 
Bland and Atman plots for SP (Figure 3.5), MP (Figure 3.6) and DP (Figure 3.7) show the 
difference between the reference method (Colin 8800) and the test method using ECG-PPG 
intervals without subject-dependent calibration. Points refer to the difference between 
methods for each blood pressure measurement in 30 subjects (total n = 240). Continuous and 
dashed lines refer to the mean difference and the limits of agreement respectively. 
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Fig. 3.5. The Bland and Altman plot for SP between the reference method and the method 
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Fig. 3.7. The Bland and Altman plot for DP between the reference method and the method 
with all subjects without subject-dependent calibration 
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C) Discussion 
Figures 3.5 to 3.7 show that the results of the method not using subject-dependent calibration 
do not agree with those of the reference method. The higher readings taken by the devices 
lead to the higher difference in the readings between the two methods, which imply that there 
is no agreement at all between the readings. According to Table 3.2, neither the BHS nor 
AAMI standard is satisfied with regard to the measurement of blood pressure without subject-
dependent calibration. The BHS grade is below B, the SD is above eight and the mean 
absolute difference is very high, which implies that the agreement of the method is poor and 
the accuracy of the measurement is not acceptable. 
The accuracy of blood pressure prediction without subject-dependent calibration is decreased 
because the preset coefficients of the equations are not suitable for everybody. The variability 
of cardiovascular parameters such as blood density, viscosity, arterial diameter, reflection 
coefficient, the characteristics of the peripheral pulse, the stiffiiess and the stress of the 
arterial wall differ between subjects. However, the extent of these variables is not known. 
Furthermore, age, gender and disease states are also significant factors that may alter ECG-
PPG intervals [15]. Older subjects tend to have reduced arterial compliance, and reduction in 
blood pressure variations produces lower ECG-PPG interval changes [15]. Hence, the initial 
subject-dependent calibration is necessary to treat those cardiovascular parameters as 
individual constants and to find the fitted slope and y-intercept for each subject in order to 
obtain more accurate results. In the following sections, the subject-dependent calibration is 
performed for each subject before the measurement of blood pressure. 
Not only should the cuffless and non-invasive measurement of blood pressure be regularly 
calibrated, but so too should current electronic and non-mercury blood pressure devices. Most 
manufacturers of those devices recommend calibration against a mercury manometer every 
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six months. Many hospitals and clinics also have regular programs of evaluation and 
calibration of blood pressure meters [16]. The frequency of the subject-dependent calibration 
depends on the changes in physiological status. If the subject-dependent calibration 
determines the coefficients of the regression lines for SP, MP and DP, then blood pressure 
can be estimated without recalibration as long as the physiological parameters are not 
changed greatly. When the constant coefficients do not reflect actual physiological status, the 
coefficients should be updated through the calibration. The calibration should also be 
performed when the calculated ECG-PPG interval is out of the range of the ECG-PPG 
intervals in the calibration set. 
3.3 Effects of different time intervals 
The ECG-PPG interval, which is a vital parameter in the prediction of blood pressure, should 
be selected to obtain accurate and reliable prediction of blood pressure. Many researchers 
define the time interval from the Q-wave or the R-wave of the ECG signal to the foot or the 
peak of the PPG signal (Figure 3.8) [17]. However, there are several other points of the ECG 
and PPG signals that allow us to determine the time interval. 
A ‘ 




Fig. 3.8. The selections of the ECG-PPG interval [17] 
In this section, different time intervals are used to assess the values of blood pressure. These 
time intervals can start with the Q-wave, R-wave or S-wave of the ECG signal and end with 
either the peak or the foot of the PPG signal. 
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A) Experiment 
All experimental data were taken from Section 3.2 and the subject-dependent calibration was 
performed for each subject. All statistical analysis was performed using NCSS2001, Matlab 
and Microsoft ExceF^. 
The interval between the QRS complex of the ECG signal and the peak/foot of the PPG 
signal was calculated to determine the ECG-PPG interval. Figure 3.9 demonstrates the 
selected points of the ECG and PPG signals. Six proposed ECG-PPG intervals are studied: R-
wave to Foot (R-F), R-wave to Peak (R-P), S-wave to Foot (S-F), S-wave to Peak (S-P), Q-
wave to Peak (Q-P) and Q-wave to Foot (Q-F). 
-I -MX ： i , / V ‘ - I -： 产:/、，/:.' •/ •'•： •：• 
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Fig. 3.9. The selected points of the ECG and PPG signals for the measurement of the ECG-
PPG interval 
Three subject-dependent predicting equations relating to the six proposed ECG-PPG intervals 
were established for SP, MP and DP from the calibration set respectively. Subsequently, the 
calculated values of the six proposed ECG-PPG intervals from the evaluation set were put 
into the three calibrated equations to predict the corresponding values of SP, MP and DP 
individually. The reference values of SP, MP and DP in the evaluation set were regarded as 
the benchmarks for the predicted values of SP, MP and DP. 
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B) Results 
The average value of the square of the correlation coefficient (R^) and the standard deviation 
(SD) between the possible ECG-PPG intervals and blood pressures (SP, MP and DP) from 30 
subjects are listed in Table 3.3. 
Table 3.3. A comparison of the averaged R^ and SD between different ECG-PPG 
intervals and blood pressure (SP, MP and DP) from 30 subjects 
The p r o p o s e d S P MP DP 
ECG-PPG intervals R^ SD R^ S D R ^ SD 
^ 4 . 3 2 2 0 . 9 2 4.062 0.93 4.236 
^ 0.87 4.8021 0.88 4.297 0.91 5.086 
r I P 4 . 6 4 1 0 . 9 0 4.170 0.91 4.313 
R ^ ^ 5 . 1 4 4 0 . 8 7 4.347 0.89 5.130 
S ^ 0.83 5 . 8 1 3 0 . 8 6 4 .512 0.87 5 .245 
S ^ ^ 5 . 9 3 9 0 . 8 5 4.561 0.86 5.309 
All the above data are p<0.05, which represents a statistically significant correlation. 
Establishment of prediction equations for measuring blood pressure using the Q-P 
interval 
According to Table 3.3, the Q-P interval exhibits the highest correlation between blood 
pressure and all the proposed intervals. The statistical significance of R^ in the hypothesis 
testing indicates that the high correlation between Q-P interval and blood pressure is reliable. 
The regression lines, confidence intervals and prediction intervals for the SP (Figure 3.10), 
MP (Figure 3.11) and DP (Figure 3.12) using the Q-P interval from a typical subject are 
illustrated. The circle points and the square points represent the reference values of blood 
pressure and the data for calibration from a typical subject respectively. The statistical 
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parameters for the regression lines for SP, MP and DP using Q-P interval from the typical 
subject are listed in Table 3.4. 
Table 3.4. The statistical parameters for regression lines from the typical subject for SP, 
MP and DP using the Q-P interval 
Parameters [MP [DP 
Regression coefficient -1709.49 -873.56 -916.39 
Lower 95% confidence limit -2926.41 -1522.84 -1394.98 
Upper 95% confidence limit -492.57 -224.29 -437.80 
Reject HO (Alpha = 0.05) ^ ^ Yes 
Power (Alpha = 0.05) 0.8399 0.8146 0.9653 
^ 0.8964 0.9481 0.9672 
P 0.0263 0 .0286 0.0144 
p<0.05 represents a statistically significant correlation. 
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Fig 3.10. Regression line from the typical subject for SP by the Q-P interval 
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Fig 3.11. Regression line from the typical subject for MP by the Q-P interval 
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Fig 3.12. Regression line from the typical subject for DP by the Q-P interval 
According to Table 3.4, the confidence intervals for SP (-2926.41 < CI< -492.57), for MP (-
1522.84< CI <-224.29) and for DP (-1394.98< CI <-437.80) do not cover zero, so the 
hypotheses that the slopes are zero are rejected. Since the R^ is high, we conclude that blood 
pressure and the Q-P interval are related statistically. 
Estimated Model: SP = (509.57) + (-1709.49) * (Q-P), 
MP = (284.37) + (-873.56) * (Q-P), 
DP = (275.45) + (-916.39) * (Q-P). 
Results of measuring blood pressure using the Q-P interval 
Table 3.5 lists the results in mean difference (MD) and standard deviation (SD) of the 
difference between the reference method and the proposed method from 30 subjects using the 
Q-P interval. 
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Table 3.5. Results of measuring blood pressure with different ECG-PPG intervals from 
30 subjects for SP, MP and DP (AAMI and BHS standards) 
Systolic blood pressure 
^ ^ R ^ ^ ^ ^ 
MD (mmHg) ^ ^ -0.51 -0.49 0.48 
SD (mmHg) Vm ^ ^ s T s 8 . 4 0 8.06 
Abs—MD (mmHg) 6.99 ^ ^ ^ 6.37 5.93 
Abs_SD (mmHg) 5M 5M 529 5.48 4.92 
< 15 mmHg (%) 89.47 91.86 93.30 93.30 93.30 94.73 
< 10 mmHg (%) 71.29 75.59 78.38 80.25 80.38 81.25 
< 5 mmHg (%) 44.01 46.41 48.54 47.80 49.15 
BHS grade D C C C ^ C C 
Mean blood pressure 
^ ^ ^ R ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
MD (mmHg) L54 u l L ^ 1.09 
SD (mmHg) • ^ 7.95 ^ 6.981 6.83 
Abs一MD (mmHg) 645 Jm 5.15 5.20 5.05 
Abs_SD (mmHg) 5M s J j 4.69 4.4 
< 15 mmHg (%) 92.34 92.82 94.73 95.69 96.17 96.17 
< 10 mmHg (%) 78.46 82.29 83.73 88.03 87.55 87.08 
< 5 mmHg (%) 42.15 46.93 46.45 52.20 51.72 52.67 
BHS grade C C C B C B 
Diastolic blood pressure 
^ ^ R ^ R ^ ^ ^ 
~ M D (mmHg) ^097 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
SD (mmHg) 7.32 ^ ^ ^ 5.96 
Abs_MD (mmHg) s J l ^ 4 . 6 8 
Abs_SD (mmHg) 3 M 3 . 9 8 3.79 
< 15 mmHg (%) 94.25 96.65 96.65 98.08 97.12 99.046 
< 10 mmHg (%) 80.86 85.64 87.55 90.43 88.52 90.90 
^ ^ < 5 mmHg ( % ) 5 1 . 6 7 52.63 56.93 58.765 57.85 59.32 
BHS grade B B B B B B 
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According to Table 3.5, the Q-P interval, (Q-P), is the best selection among the proposed 
ECG-PPG intervals to predict the values of blood pressure. Bland and Atman plots for SP 
(Figure 3.13), MP (Figure 3.14) and DP (Figure 3.15) show the difference between the 
reference method (Colin 8800) and the method using the Q-P interval with subject-dependent 
calibration. Points refer to the difference between methods for each blood pressure 
measurement in 30 subjects (total n = 240). Continuous and dashed lines refer to the mean 
difference and the limits of agreement respectively. 
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Fig.3.13. The Bland and Altman plot comparing SP between the method using the Q-P 
interval and the reference method 
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Fig.3.14. The Bland and Altman plot comparing MP between the method using the Q-P 
interval and the reference method 
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Fig.3.15. The Bland and Altman plot comparing DP between the method using the Q-P 
interval and the reference method 
C) Discussion 
I) Selection of the ECG-PPG interval 
According to Table 3.3, the ECG-PPG interval is newly selected from the Q-wave of the ECG 
signal to the peak of the PPG signal. The Q-P interval, which is inversely proportional to 
blood pressure, is more closely correlated to blood pressure. The results of the linear 
correlation analysis for blood pressure measurements for different intervals are shown in 
Table 3.5. The results indicate that the Q-P interval is the best parameter to predict blood 
pressure among the proposed intervals. The mean values of the absolute differences are the 
smallest and the percentages of the absolute differences within 5mmHg, lOmmHg and 
15mmHg in BHS standard are the greatest for SP, MP and DP among the proposed intervals. 
The measurements using the Q-P interval are more accurate. In addition, the standard 
deviation of the difference for SP, MP and DP using the Q-P interval are the smallest among 
the proposed intervals. This means the measurements using the Q-P interval are more reliable. 
Hence, the use of the Q-P interval provides attractive and encouraging results for the 
measurement of blood pressure. Since the SD is large and the MD is small, the great variation 
in the differences reflects that the method using the Q-P interval overestimates or 
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underestimates the actual values of blood pressure with approximately equal frequency. 
Figures 3.13 to 3.15 show that the MD and the SD of the difference for DP and MP using the 
Q-P interval can satisfy the AAMI standard. The method also attains a B grade for DP and 
MP, which is suitable for clinical use according to the BHS standard. 
The Q-P interval includes the whole pumping effect from the heart to the finger, and the 
rising time from diastolic to systolic. The Q-wave reflects the triggering time of the 
contraction of ventricles (Q-T interval in ECG is referred to as the period of electrical systole 
of the ventricles [18]). The R-wave is commonly used as the starting point because it 
corresponds approximately to the opening of the aortic valves and it is easy to detect the R-
wave of the ECG signal. However, most change in PEP duration usually reflects change in 
the isovolumic contraction, a later phase of the ECG-PPG interval, rather than in the 
electromechanical delay, an earlier phase of the interval [19, 20], In addition, using the Q-
wave instead of the R-wave increases the duration of the total interval, so the effects due to 
the variability of PEP are reduced [17] and the change of PEP is regarded as constant. Hence, 
we can assume that the Q-P interval changes with blood pressure. However, many people 
believe that the detection of the Q-wave is difficult because the first minimum value in the 
QRS complex is very small. However, the Q-wave can be easily detected by locating the first 
peak in the second derivative of the ECG signal [21] (Figure 3.16). 
— I - 一 — — 各 一 
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Fig. 3.16. The Q-wave detection with the first peak of the second derivatives of the ECG 
signal [21] 
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II) Prediction equations for measuring blood pressure 
Three prediction equations for measuring blood pressure are established to calculate the 
values of SP, MP and DP simultaneously. The Q-P interval is inversely proportional to blood 
pressure. The errors in the predicted values of blood pressure are observed in linear regression 
because the fitted line is an estimate of the relation between these variables in the population. 
Equation (2.10) provides a good basis for predicting the decrease in the ECG-PPG interval 
with increasing blood pressure. A regression line in the form of blood pressure 二 a + b* 
(TECG-PPG) is established. Since blood pressure increases and the ECG-PPG interval decreases 
or vice versa, a negative slope is reasonable. The slopes and intercepts of the regression lines 
depend on the characteristics of the subjects. This is described in the previous section about 
the importance of calibration. 
The confidence interval for slope b indicates the uncertainty in the estimated strength of the 
relationship and confidence interval for the whole line. The confidence interval of the 
regression slope indicates that almost all the data fall on the fitted regression line. The 
standard error of the fitted regression line is small and thus much more reliable comparatively. 
The confidence interval is more informative than a t-test, which is another method to test the 
null hypothesis, because the confidence interval is used not only to test the null hypothesis 
but also to give us a range of values that are useful in judging the practical significance of 
results [1]. Most of the measured values of blood pressure are located within the 95% 
prediction interval and it implies the regression line is suitable to predict the values of blood 
pressure. 
Ill) Variable effects of heart rate 
Variability of heart rate does not greatly influence the measurement of the Q-P interval even 
after exercise. Early studies have also reported that heart rate has no effect on the 
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measurement of the ECG-PPG interval [22]. Table 3.6 demonstrates the differences between 
heart rate and blood pressure before and after exercise from a typical subject. 
Table 3.6. Blood pressure measurement, the Q-P interval and heartbeat measurement 
before and after exercise from a typical subject 
SP (mmHg) MP (mmHg) DP (mmHg) Q-P interval (s) Heart rate (bpm) 
130 89 ^ 0.3216 75 
12 6 ^ ^ 0.3263 73 
130 ^ ^ 0.3212 74 
12 7 U 70 0.3264 71 
176 m ^ 0.2815 102 
磁 丨 ！ 種 • 膽 _ i 纖•讓^^糧k 
129 m 74 0.3242 88 
123 % 70 0.3261 90 
127 I 89 I 69 I 0.3222 89 
Note: Shaded area represents the data recorded after exercise. 
Exercise causes the subject's heart rate and blood pressure to increase dramatically because of 
the increased demand for oxygen. Even when the subject relaxes, the heart rate is still very 
high. However, blood pressure and the Q-P interval are gradually restored to normal. The Q-P 
interval still reflects the change of blood pressure and does not depend on the heart rate. 
According to Table 3.6, the heart rate before exercise is about 70 beats per minute (bpm) and 
the heart rate after exercise is elevated and maintained at about 90 bpm. However, the 
corresponding values of blood pressure and the Q-P interval are restored to the values before 
exercise. Furthermore, subjects suffering from arrythmia can also use this method to measure 
their own blood pressure because the Q-P interval does not vary with the R-R interval 
(Figure 3.17) [23]. 
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Fig. 3.17. Heart rate variability of a subject with arrythmia 
IV) Comparison of the current electronic blood pressure meters 
Results of measurement using some current blood pressure devices in MD and SD for SP and 
DP are listed in Table 3.7 and Table 3.8 respectively. 
Table 3.7. Results of blood pressure devices in MD and SD for SP and DP [10, 24] 
Difference (mmHg) 
Devices  
Mean (SP) SD (SP) Mean (DP) SD (DP) 
H � O O C ^ M ^ 
H*5308 ^ 5 4 ^ 4?8 
H*5306 ^ 9 ^ 1^2 
Co嶽 8800 ^ ^ 3M ^ ^ 
Quiet-**** ^ 5.0 -1.5 7.5 
ES-*51 07 ^ ^ 
Mercury 09 I s ^ 2.4 
Table 3.8. Self-monitoring devices tested by the AAMI and BHS protocols [25] 
Devices AAMI BHS (SP/DP) 
Nis*** Analogue Fail Fail 
For*** DrMI-100 FM Fail 
Phil*** HP5306 ^ ^ 
Om*** HEM-400C 应I ^ 
Om*** HEM 705CP T^s ^/A 
Om*** HEM 706 l ^ s ^/C 
Om*** M4 Pass A ^ 
Om*** MX2 Pass A ^ 
DynaPu*** 200m Pass NA 
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Tables 3.7 and 3.8 demonstrate that the results of the proposed method using the Q-P interval 
are comparable to the results achieved by currently available blood pressure meters. The 
Bland and Altman plots demonstrate the results of noninvasive and cuffless measurement of 
blood pressure using arterial tonometry (Vasotrac™; Medwave Inc. MN 55108) from 
Vasotrac Research [26] for SP (Figure 3.18), MP (Figure 3.19) and DP (Figure 3.20) 
respectively. The arterial tonometer also uses subject-dependent calibration. The results of the 
method using arterial tonometry are also comparable to that of our cuffless-based method 
using the Q-P interval. The limits of agreement are very large for SP but they are small for 
MP and DP. 
•….’I'c, y：' 、'..,.•::/, ••：" --C"；'广;••^ •r ；?(.(.,;:、. 广 . . … Y . ‘ 
l i i ^ P i i 
..‘：；-；• ‘, ：'••： V .. ,> 'i.xy骑,V耗->:':�V"； V• 
Fig.3.18. The Bland and Altman plot comparing SP between the Vasotrac顶and the invasive 
method 
Fig.3.19. The Bland and Altman plot comparing MP between the Vasotrac^and the invasive 
method 
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Fig.3.20. The Bland and Altman plot comparing DP between the Vasotrac顶and the invasive 
method 
V) Advantages of the cuffless and non-invasive measurement of blood pressure 
using the Q-P interval 
Apart from the advantages of the cuffless-based method described in Chapter 1, there are 
other advantages of a method using the Q-P interval over other methods used in monitoring 
arterial pressure. The proposed method allows the monitoring of arterial pressure on a beat-
by-beat basis and does not significantly alter the hemodynamic status of the underlying artery 
because intermittent vessel occlusion is not required. However, periodic cuff-based methods 
of blood pressure measurement are only performed at specific time slots, so abrupt variations 
of blood pressure that occur between the periodic measurements may be missed. In this case, 
the cuffless and noninvasive measurement of blood pressure can provide early warning of 
significant changes in blood pressure. Since the Q-P interval is measured with monitoring of 
ECG and PPG signals, the vital signs, such as ECG, blood oxygen saturation, heart rate and 
blood pressure can be obtained simultaneously. These signals can strengthen the physician's 
ability to detect cardiovascular malfunction and to make immediate responses when patients 
are likely to be in a critical situation. Compared to the arterial tonometric method or a 
vascular unloading method, the proposed method using the Q-P interval is less sensitive to 
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motion artifact, because only the characteristic points of the waveform are required. This is 
very important especially in ambulatory blood pressure measurement. 
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3.4 The impact of using different Q-P intervals 
According to Equation (2.10), 
I k * k 
PTT =丄 * . 
The regression line for predicting blood pressure is established as Equation (3.9) in the 
previous section, 
B P = b l * ( T E C G - p p G ) + a l . ( 3 . 9 ) 
Taking the square to the both sides of Equation (2.10) can obtain a better expression for blood 
pressure in a linear regression analysis, 
—exp(众 
The regression line can be expressed as Equation (3.10), 
BP = b2* ( T E C G - P P G ) 2 + a 2 . (3.10) 
Since the pulse wave velocity (PWV) is a linear function of pressure [27], the regression line 
can be expressed as Equation (3.11), 
BP = b3*(PWV) + a3. (3.11) 
Although the distance traveled by the pulse from the heart to the finger is unknown, the 
distance can be regarded as a constant after subject-dependent calibration. According to 
Equations (2.5) and (3.11), the regression line can be expressed as Equation (3.12), 
BP = b 4 * ( l / T E C G - P P G ) + a4. (3.12) 
According to Equation (2.2) and Equation (3.12), the regression line can also be expressed as 
Equation (3.13), 
B P = b5*(l/ TECG-PPG)' + a5. (3.13) 
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Another suggested relationship between pressure and the ECG-PPG [28] is expressed as 
Equation (3.14), 
BP = b6*ln(TECG-ppG) + a6, (3.14) 
where BP represents blood pressure (SP, MP and DP), ai and bi represent the y-intercept and 
the slope of the regression line respectively, and i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
According to Equations (3.10), (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14), there are several models of ECG-
PPG interval to establish the linear regression line for measurement of blood pressure. 
Furthermore, according to the results of Section 3.3, the Q-P interval is the best way to select 
the ECG-PPG interval. This section reviews different models of Q-P, such as 1/(Q-P), (Q-P)】， 
(1/(Q-P))2 and In(Q-P), to determine blood pressure and to investigate which of the models 
can provide the best results for blood pressure measurement among the proposed models. 
A) Experiment 
All experimental data were taken from Section 3.2 and the subject-dependent calibration was 
performed for each subject. All calculations of statistical analysis were performed using 
NCSS2001, Matlab and Microsoft E x c e l ™ . 
Three subject-dependent predicting equations were established for SP, MP and DP 
respectively by the data set for calibration based on Equations (3.10), (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14) 
respectively. Subsequently, the calculated values of the Q-P interval from evaluation set were 
put into the three equations to predict the corresponding values of SP, MP and DP. The 
reference values of SP, MP and DP in the evaluation set were regarded as the benchmarks for 
the predicted values of SP, MP and DP. 
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B) Results 
The average value of the square of the correlation coefficient (R^) and standard deviation (SD) 
between the different models of the Q-P interval and blood pressures (SP, MP and DP) from 
30 subjects are listed in Table 3.10. 
Table 3.10. A comparison of the R^ and SD between different models of the Q-P interval 
and blood pressure from 30 subjects 
Models of Q-P SP MP DP 
interval SD SD SD 
^ 4.322 0.92 4 . 0 6 2 ^ 4 . 2 3 6 
1/(Q-P) ^ 4 . 9 4 6 0.91 4 . 3 5 4 4 . 1 6 2 
Sq(Q-P) ^ 4 . 4 0 2 0.92 4 . 2 1 9 ^ 4 . 1 7 9 
In(Q-P) 4.841 0.91 4 . 3 4 8 ^ 4 . 3 7 0 
Sq(l/(Q-P)) (T^~~4.274 0.93 4 . 1 4 3 4 . 0 4 7 
All the above data are p<0.05, which represents a statistically significant correlation. 
Notes: 1/(Q-P) represents the reciprocal of the Q-P interval, Sq(Q-P) represents the square 
value of Q-P, Sq(l/(Q-P)) represents the square value of the reciprocal of Q-P and In(Q-P) 
represents the natural logarithm of (Q-P). 
Establishing prediction equations for measuring blood pressure using (Q-P” 
According to Table 3.10, (Q-P) ^ exhibits the highest correlation between blood pressure and 
the proposed models of Q-P intervals. The statistical significance of R-square in the 
hypothesis testing indicates that the high correlation between (Q-P)'^ interval and blood 
pressure is reliable. The regression lines, confidence intervals and prediction intervals for the 
SP (Figure 3.21), MP (Figure 3.22) and DP (Figure 3.23) using (Q-P) ^ from a typical subject 
are illustrated respectively. The circle points and the square points represent the reference 
values of the blood pressure and the data for calibration from the typical subject respectively. 
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The statistical parameters of regression lines for SP, MP and DP using (Q-P” from the 
typical subject are listed in Table 3.11. 
Table 3.11. The statistical parameters of regression lines from the typical subject for SP, 
MP and DP using (Q-P) ' 
Parameters |DP 
Regression coefficient 8.44 4.22 4.83 
Lower 95% confidence limit ToO Y l i 2.11 
Upper 95% confidence limit ^ 7.55 
Reject HO (Alpha = 0.05) ^ Yes Yes 
Power (Alpha = 0.05) 1.0000 0.9147 0.9451 
I F 09714 0.9437 0.9968 
p 0 ^ 5 1 0.0138 0.0089 
p<0.05 represents a statistically significant correlation. 
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Fig 3.21. Regression line for SP from a typical subject using (1/(Q-P))^ 
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Fig 3.22. Regression line for MP from a typical subject using (1/(Q-P)) 
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Fig 3.23. Regression line for DP from a typical subject using (1/(Q-P))^ 
According to Table 3.11, the confidence intervals for SP (7.00<CI<9.89), for MP 
(2.14<CI<8.59) and for DP (2.11<CI<7.55) do not cover zero, so the hypotheses that the 
slopes are zero are rejected. Since the R^ is high, we conclude that blood pressure and the 
(1/(Q-P))2 are related statistically. 
Estimated Model: SP = (-40.05) + (8.44) * (1/(Q-P))', 
MP = (4.64) + (4.22) * ("(Q-P))', 
DP = (-26.90) + (4.83) * ("(Q-P))'. 
Results of blood pressure measurement using 1/(Q-P)^ interval 
Table 3.12 lists the results for mean difference (MD) and standard deviation (SD) of the 
difference between the reference measurement and the blood pressure prediction from 30 
subjects using the proposed model of Q-P interval. 
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Table 3.12. Results of measuring blood pressure with different models of Q-P interval 
for SP, MP and DP from 30 subjects (AAMI and BHS standards) 
Systolic blood pressure 
Q-P 1/(Q-P) Sq(Q-P) In(Q-P) Sq(l/(Q-P)) 
MD (mmHg) ^ ^ ~ ~ 0.74 1.08 0.75 
SD (mmHg) ^ ^ ^ 7 . 6 8 
”Abs一MD (mmHg) ^^ ^^ ^^ 5.93 5.94 6.76 5.88 
Abs_SD (mmHg) ^ 4 . 9 5 
< 15 mmHg (%) 94.73 95.73 93.91 91.30 94.78 
< 10 mmHg (%) 81.25 83.43 82.17 78.69 82.17 
< 5 mmHg (%) 49.15 49.69 51.73 47.82 54.78 
BHS grade ^ C B C B 
Mean blood pressure 
Q-P 1/(Q-P) Sq(Q^P) In(Q-P) Sq(l/(Q-P)) 
MD (mmHg) ^ 0.80 1.32 0.55 
SD (mmHg) ^ ^ ^ ^ 6 . 2 2 
Abs_MD (mmHg) ^ ^ ~ ~ 4.907 ~ ~ f “ 1 
Abs_SD (mmHg) 4^4 439 4 4 4 t 4.17 | 
~ r i 5 n u n H g ( % ) 96.17 96.55 96.52 96.49 — 
侧 m l W o ) S7.0S S7.3 S7.64 S 7 . S 2 _ _ _ S ^ 
< 5 mmHg 52.67 56.60 60.47 51.52 61.73 
5 5 s grade 卜 | B | A | B ] ~ ~ 
Diastolic blood pressure 
(Q-P) 1/(Q-P) Sq(Q-P) In(Q-P) I Sq(l/(Q-P)) 
一 MD (mmHg) 0.33 0.47 0.32 0.44 0.24 
— S D ( m m H g ) 5.96 5.88 5.76 5.90 5.69 — 
Abs_MD (mmHg) 4.68 4.52 4.47 4.58 4.43 
“ A b s _ S D ( m m H g r ~ 3.79 3.81 3.73 ~ 3.75 3.69 ~ ~ 
< 15 mmHg ( % ) “ 9 9 . 0 4 6 9 9 . 1 3 98.73 99.13  
~ < 10 mmHg (%) ^ ^ ^ 91.30 92.17 
< 5 mmHg (%) ^ 5 9 . 8 7 63.04 59.91 — 
— B H S grade | B | B | A | B A — — 
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According to Table 3.12, the square of the reciprocal of the Q-P interval, (1/(Q-P))^ is the 
best model to predict the values of blood pressure among the proposed Q-P intervals. Bland 
and Atman plots for SP (Figure 3.24), MP (Figure 3.25) and DP (Figure 3.26) show the 
difference between the reference method (Colin 8800) and the proposed method using (1/(Q-
P))2. Points refer to the difference between methods for each blood pressure measurement in 
30 subjects (total n 二 240). The continuous and dashed lines refer to the mean difference and 
the limits of agreement respectively. 
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Fig.3.24. The Bland and Altman plot comparing SP between the method using (1/(Q-P))^ and 
the reference method 
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Fig.3.25. The Bland and Altman plot comparing MP between the method using (1/(Q-P))^ 
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Fig.3.26. The Bland and Altman plot comparing DP between the method using (1/(Q-P))^ and 
the reference method 
C) Discussion 
In comparison to other models in the Q-P interval - and which performed the linear 
regression analysis that is positively correlated to blood pressure - the value of (1/(Q-P))^ 
provides the best parameter to predict blood pressure. According to Table 3.12, its mean 
values of the absolute differences are the smallest and the percentages of the absolute 
differences within 5mmHg, lOmmHg and 15mmHg for the BHS standard using (1/(Q-P)f are 
the greatest for SP, MP and DP. The measurement using (1/(Q-P)f is more accurate, and the 
standard deviation of the difference for SP, MP and DP is the smallest. In short, measuring 
blood pressure using (1/(Q-P))^ is more reliable. 
The results using 1/(Q-P) are more accurate than those using the Q-P interval, because the 
linear relationship between the PWV and blood pressure is closer to Equation (2.2). 
Furthermore, the results using the square of 1/(Q-P) are also more accurate than those using 
1/(Q-P), because the linear relationship between PWV^ and blood pressure is also closer to 
Equation (2.2). Using In(Q-P) does not provide any improvement on the measurement of the 
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blood pressure. In(Q-P)^ is not considered because it can be expressed as 2*ln(Q-P), and its 
results are similar to In(Q-P). Using (1/(Q-P))', the results of SP (Figure 3.24), MP (Figure 
3.25) and DP (Figure 3.26) are satisfied and conform to the AAMI and BHS standards for 
clinical use. Grade B is obtained for SP and Grade A is obtained for DP, and MP. Compared 
with Figures 3.5 to 3.7 and Figures 3.13 to 3.15, the data points in Figures 3.24 to 3.26 are 
more densely distributed in the plots for SP, MP and DP respectively. The variations of the 
differences using the (1/(Q-P))^ are smaller and the results are more reliable. 
3.5 Real-time measurement of blood pressure 
The cuffless and noninvasive measurement of blood pressure using the Q-P interval has been 
introduced but until now has only worked in an offline capacity [29], To observe the variation 
of blood pressure and to make immediate responses necessary for controlling blood pressure, 
real-time measurement must be developed. 
A) Experiment 
The experiment measured blood pressure so as to compare the results of the traditional 
oscillometric method to those of the cuffless method using the Q-P interval. The ECG signal 
and the values of blood pressure were obtained using a physiological recorder (Astro-Med, 
Inc., Grass Model 7400) and an oscillometric noninvasive blood pressure meter (Colin 
BP8800) respectively. The PPG signal was obtained using a self-designed circuit built in our 
lab. The values of blood pressure, ECG and PPG signals were obtained simultaneously. The 
experiment performed was similar to that in the previous section. Independent regression 
lines of the Q-P interval and blood pressures, i.e., SP, MP and DP, were established 
independently. The ECG and PPG signals were fed into a 16-channel 12-bit A/D converter 
board with a sampling rate of IkHz per channel, and then to a PC with a 233MHz CPU. The 
regression lines were established under a LabVIEW^ development environment, which was 
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capable of predicting, displaying and recording the results of blood pressure. Consequently, 
the values of blood pressure were calculated from the Q-P interval and the regression lines 
directly. Figure 3.27 is a flow-chart showing the real-time measurement of blood pressure. 
I Display Alarm 
ECG Detection ！ 1  
^ ^ PC with data acquisition card 
I 方 under Lab VIEW™ environment 
PPG Detection 4 T  
I • 
I Database 
Signal detection Central process measurement 
Fig. 3.27. Flow-chart showing real-time process 
B) The central process for measuring blood pressure 
The central process for measuring blood pressure consists of five parts. 
1. Interface (Figure 3.28): This includes the display of ECG and PPG waveforms 
simultaneously, the corresponding values of SP, MP and DP, and a warning signal. 
Fig. 3.28. User's Interface 
2. Data acquisition and measurement (Figure 3.29): After obtaining the ECG and PPG 
signals, the Q-wave of the ECG signal and the peak of the PPG signal are detected to 
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calculate their time delay, and to establish three independent regression lines for SP, MP 
and DP. 
：;：• ECGDetedonJSiSi j . , 
_ _ _ — 
. i l i i i l i i；： ii: i i 
Fig. 3.29. Acquisition of signals 
3. Database: This includes not only the calibrated data of the Q-P interval and the 
corresponding values of blood pressure for each subject, but also the history of the results 
of blood pressure measurement. 
4. Time averaging (Figure 3.30): Chapter 2 describes that the variability of the Q-P interval 
may lead to misconceptions in measurement of blood pressure. There is a five-element 
array to store the values of the Q-P interval and to calculate the average of the array to 
obtain the average Q-P interval for measurement of blood pressure. The newly detected 
Q-P interval is put at the end of the array, the one at the top of the array is erased, and the 
others are shifted up one-element position in the array. In this way beat-by-beat values of 
blood pressure with a mean value of the Q-P interval over 5 heartbeats are obtained. 
丨 丨 丨 丨 丨 f 1 1 丨 丨 丨 丨 丨 1 丨 丨 酬 丨 丨 丨 丨 丨 睡 
. I — . — - E j r F ^ 
jfelf………•[windows 
J ^ r w 
Fig. 3.30. Process of time averaging 
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5. Alarm: An alarm signal is triggered when the predicted SP is greater than or equal to 
140mmHg, or the predicted DP is greater than or equal to 90 mmHg because these kinds 
of readings suggest that the user is suffering from hypertension [30]. 
C) Results 
The proposed real time method and the oscillometric method were performed simultaneously 
on the same subject. Typical results from the real-time method and from the oscillometric 
method are shown in Figure 3.31 and Table 3.13 respectively. 
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Fig. 3.31. Results of predicted values from real-time blood pressure measurement as taken by 
the oscillometric method 
Table 3.13. Results from the traditional oscillmetric method 
Reference value MD SD 
Systolic pressure 140 mmHg 2.57 mmHg 2.67 mmHg 
Mean pressure 99 mmHg 1.64 mmHg 2.77 mmHg 
Diastolic p r e s s u r e 7 0 mmHg -0.21 mmHg 2.81 mmHg 
Note: MD and SD represent the mean difference and the standard deviation between the 





A high sampling rate was used to obtain an accurate point at the Q-wave of the ECG and the 
peak of PPG so as to reduce the errors of Q-P interval measurement and realize high 
resolutions of the Q-P interval. Figure 3.31 indicates that the time for the cuffless-based 
measurement is shorter and the number of readings is more than that for the cuff-based 
measurement within the same period. These advantages encourage the users to check the 
readings of blood pressure frequently; therefore, early warning of significant variations in 
blood pressure can be obtained. According to Table 3.13, the calculated values of blood 
pressure are different because the ECG-PPG intervals are varied within the single 
determination of blood pressure that is described in Section 2.2.1. However, detection of the 
Q-wave of the ECG signal and the peak of the PPG signal are very difficult in real-time 
processing due to the influence of motion artifact. There are various types of noises that are 
presented in the ECG signal including muscle noise, motion artifact, power-line interference, 
baseline wander and T-waves with high-frequency characteristics similar to QRS complexes 
[30]. When these kinds of problems are recognized, for example, the ECG and PPG signals 
are out of the predefined ranges, error messages are prompted to warn users immediately. 
Cuffless detection of the Q-P interval is capable of providing a beat-by-beat monitoring 
service, so it is appropriate to monitor beat-to-beat blood pressure variation. In addition, 
clinicians and personal users can make effective responses to control blood pressure. Blood 
pressure can be monitored 24-hours per day to provide warning of potentially dangerous 
changes in blood pressure. 
3.6 Conclusion 
According to the experimental results, the measurement of blood pressure without subject-
dependent calibration is not applicable because the BHS grade for SP, MP and DP are D, C 
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and C respectively. In addition, experimental results indicate that a subject-dependent 
calibrated model can provide reliable and accurate measurement, as it does not need to 
process variability between subjects. The performance of the subject-dependent calibration 
approach is superior to that of the subject-independent calibration approach. 
This chapter has investigated the definition of the ECG-PPG interval. As suggested by the 
experimental data, the Q-P interval is the best way to select the most appropriate interval 
among the proposed ECG-PPG intervals to accurately predict blood pressure. The BHS grade 
of the subject-dependent calibration approach using the Q-P interval for SP, MP and DP are C, 
B and B respectively. Furthermore, analytical deduction reveals that blood pressure is not 
linearly proportional to the Q-P interval. Experimental results show that the values of blood 
pressure obtained by (Q-P)'^ provide the minimum differences between the reference method 
and the proposed cuffless-based method from among the proposed models based on the Q-P 
interval. The accuracy of the measurement using (Q-P)"^ is enhanced because the BHS grade 
for SP, MP and DP are B, A, and A respectively. Finally, real-time measurement of blood 
pressure is realized under a Lab VIEW 彻 development environment and this demonstrated the 
feasibility of implementing the proposed cuffless and non-invasive blood pressure meter for 
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Motion Artifact Reduction from PPG 
Recordings in Ambulatory Blood Pressure 
Measurement 
4.1 Introduction 
Section 1.4.2 briefly described the importance of ambulatory blood pressure measurement. 
Chapter 3 showed in greater detail how a cuffless-based method using the ECG-PPG interval 
might be applied in ambulatory measurement. However, the accuracy of this method can be 
severely reduced when motion artifact contaminates the PPG signal. In this chapter, an 
adaptive algorithm designed to cancel motion artifact from PPG recordings based on 
adaptive filtering with variable step-size is proposed to solve the problems raised in previous 
chapters. 
The measurement of the ECG-PPG interval depends on the photoplethysmography (PPG) 
signal, which is widely used for the estimation of cardiovascular parameters. However, the 
PPG signal is contaminated by motion artifact and ambient light variation during dynamic 
recordings. The infrared light beam waveform is in the form of modulated rectangular pulses, 
with its carrier frequency appropriately tuned to avoid ambient light variation effects [1]. A 
major problem of measuring the PPG signal is motion artifact, mainly resulting from the air 
gap between the sensor and the skin. Motion artifact can lead to poor estimates of the 
ECG-PPG interval from the recordings [2]. Figure 4.1 demonstrates four possible 
movements that can induce motion artifact, namely finger bending, application of force to 
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the probe, waving movements of the hand, and a random combination of all movements. 
Application of Finger bending 
force to the probe 
Waving movements A random combination of 
of the hand all movements 
Fig.4.1 • Four movements that lead to motion artifact during the PPG measurement [3] 
4.2 Previous Works 
Motion artifact is random and low frequency. Elimination of motion artifact using a fixed 
filtering technique is not advised because of the spectral overlap of motion artifact and the 
PPG signal between 0.5-35 Hz, within which the representative spectral components of the 
PPG signal lie [4]. The high frequency components of the PPG signal are reflected pulse 
shapes of the PPG signal and the low frequency components reflect vasomotor activity [5], 
Hence, the fixed filtering technique results in loss of clinically significant data. A recent 
development in PPG technology focuses on mitigating the effects of motion artifact. 
t 
The Nellcor oximeter identifies and rejects corrupted PPG pulses by comparing pulse 
features with predetermined pulses. Instead of recovering the PPG signal in the presence of 
motion artifact this approach attempts to identify the PPG signal. This technique can reduce 
the false alarm rate due to artifact and prevent the corrupted pulses from affecting the device 
outputs [6]. A correlation method has been developed to reject motion artifact in measuring 
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Fig.4.2. Correlation method is used to reject motion artifact [7] 
In addition, Vicente [8] has proposed using 2 pairs of infrared emitters and transmitters to 
reject motion artifact (Figure 4.3) using an LMS adaptive filter. However, infrared emission 
consumes too much power and is not suitable for portable PPG devices. 
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Fig.4.3. Removal of motion artifact by two PPG signals [8] 
Determination, identification and rejection of motion artifact from PPG recordings are 
commonly used in the measurement of PPG signal. Some methods are used to restore the 
contaminated PPG signal, but they consume relatively large amounts of power and involve 
high levels of computational power to remove motion artifact. 
4.3 Theory 
One way of reducing or removing motion artifact is by means of an adaptive filtering method. 
The advantages of the adaptive filtering method include fast response times, the avoidance of 
pulse segmentation and the capability of continuous processing [9-12]. In this study, the 
LMS adaptive filter with variable step-size is developed for PPG recording systems. 
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4.3.1 The adaptive filter 
An adaptive filter is used for adaptive noise cancellation [13]. The filter operates at the 
output of two sensors: a primary sensor, which picks up the signal of interest embedded in 
noise, and a reference sensor, which receives noise only. The overall output of the filter is 
used to control the adjustments applied to the tap weights in the adaptive filter. The adaptive 
filter is widely employed for the purpose of noise cancellation in various applications [14]. 
Figure 4.4 shows a block diagram of the adaptive noise canceller for the application of 
motion artifact removal in the PPG signal. 
‘八Primary sensor Output 




Reference optoelectronic sensor - > ( > > Adaptive filter W i t h � 
. + y[n] e[n] 
variable step-size 
Fig. 4.4. A block diagram of adaptive artifact reduction from PPG recordings 
The primary sensor obtains the PPG signal, s[n], and the additive motion artifact, v�[n], 
simultaneously. The reference sensor recovers a signal, denoted by vi [n], which is correlated 
with the motion artifact. 
Primary sensor: x[n] = s[n] + Vo[n]. 
Reference optoelectronic sensor: Vi[n]. 
The filter output is given by, 
y[n] = § W I [ n ] * v J n - i ] , (41) 
i=0 
where L is the total number of tap weights and w[n] is the tap weights in the transversal filter. 




e[n] 二 x[n]-y[n], 
and e[n] = s[n]+v�[n]-y[n]. (4.2) 
Suppose that the following assumptions hold [14]: 
1 • The signal s[n] and the noise Vo[n] are uncorrelated with each other, 
E[s[n]*v�[n-k]] = 0， for all k 
where s[n] and vo[n] are real. 
2. The reference sensor receives a noise Vi[n] that is uncorrelated with the signal s[n] but 
correlated with the noise Vo[n] in the primary sensor output in an unknown way; that is, 
E[s[n]*vi[n-k]] = 0, 
and E[vo[n]*vi[n-k]] = p[k], for all k 
where the signals are real and p[k] is an unknown cross-correlation for lag k. 
Since s[n] is uncorrelated with both vo[n] and y[n], the mean square of e[n], E{e^[n]}, can be 
obtained as follows, 
E{e2[n]} = E{s2[n]}+E{(v�[n]-y[n])2}. (4.3) 
Minimizing the mean square of e[n] is equivalent to minimizing the estimation error between 
vo[n] and y[n]. It is common to use the LMS algorithm to adaptively minimize the MSE of 
E{e^[n]}. The modification of the tap-weight in the adaptive filter is described by Equations 
(4.1), (4.2) and (4.4), 
Wi[n+1] =Wi[n]+//[n]*Vi[n-i]*e[n], i = 0,1,2,…,L-1. (4.4) 
where ！i [n] is a time varying step-size sequence. The motivation is to keep the ji [n] large 
before the algorithm converges and to reduce the [n] as the algorithm converges. 
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4.3.2 Variation of step-size parameters 
The value of ！i controls the stability and the speed of convergence. Since the motion 
artifact is nonstationary, the selection of [i is critical to optimize the performance of the 
proposed adaptive filter [16-18]. Two important measures are used in the LMS algorithm. 
I) Time constant of the convergence [14] is defined as Equation (4.5), 
T - - ~ , (4.5) 
*义腿 
where A mm denotes the minimum eigenvalue of R, which denotes the autocorrelation of 
vi[n], and r denotes the time constant. The value of (i is inversely proportional to the time 
constant of the convergence, and the time constant affects the convergence rate. A smaller 
time constant results in a larger convergence rate. The value of the time constant must be 
kept as small as possible so as to adapt to the signal quickly. Therefore, the value of // 
should be large enough to reduce the time constant of the convergence. 
II) Misadjustment [14], which describes the difference between adaptive and optimal filter 
performance [16], is defined as Equation (4.6), 
M = (4.6) 
where M denotes the misadjustment, L is the filter length and E{e^[n]} denotes the power of 
the signal. A small M implies a better cancellation performance of the LMS adaptive filter. 
The value of M, which is directly proportional to the value of f i , filter length and the power 
of the signal, should all be as small as possible to optimize performance. Hence, the value of 
fji should be small enough to reduce the misadjustment. 
There is a tradeoff between fast convergence rates and small misadjustment. When li 
increases, both the rate of convergence and M increase. However, when fi decreases, both 
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the rate of convergence and M decrease. The proposed algorithm increases the values of 
step-size when there are transient changes in motion artifact to ensure a fast initial 
convergence rate and to assure the estimation of these transient changes. The algorithm 
decreases the value of step-size when the motion artifact changes only progressively to 
ensure small misadjustment. The value of the step size is determined based on the derivative 
of the reference signal, which reflects motion artifact. The reference signal does not show the 
extent of the variation of motion artifact. When the finger moves and is then stationary, the 
values of the reference signal retain a high level that reflects the change of the finger position. 
However, those values do not reflect a transient change in motion artifact. Nevertheless, the 
values of the derivative of the reference signal can be used to determine whether it is a 
transient change or a slow change in motion artifact. When the finger is stationary, the values 
of the derivative signal must be zero. Conversely, when the finger is moving, the values of 
the derivative signal must be non-zero. Thus, the values of “ are proportional to those of 
the derivative signal, 
H [n] 二 Ki*|(vi[n]-Vi[n-l])|+K2, (4.7) 
where Ki and K2 are design parameters. 
4.3.3 Effects of filter length 
The length of the adaptive filter affects the convergence rate. Increasing or decreasing 
computation time can affect the stability of the system. Doing so also affects the value of 
misadjustment. If the system's filter length is increased, the number of computations will 
increase and the maximum convergence rate will decrease. Conversely, if the filter length is 
decreased, the number of computations will decrease and the maximum convergence rate 
will increase. Hence, this chapter investigates the effects of filter length on the performance 




From a sample of five subjects, two PPG signals were obtained from the left and right index 
fingers simultaneously. Using two separate PPG reflected-mode probes, a device was 
developed to obtain the signals. Each PPG probe consisted of a LED and a phototransistor 
(Figure 4.5). The configuration of the PPG probe and the circuit of PPG detection are similar 
to that described in Section 2.1.3.1. To obtain two identical reflected-mode PPG signals, two 
identical PPG circuits were established. The optoelectronic sensor, which was developed in 
another separate circuit, was used as a reference sensor to receive motion artifact. The 
optoelectronic sensor was used due to its low power consumption. 
... J ^ ^ ^ PPGpr�be 
sensor 
Fig.4.5. Devices for PPG recordings and artifact detection 
The two PPG probes were attached to the index fingers of both left and right hands. The 
optoelectronic sensor, which was arranged to face the background light, was attached on the 
opposite site of the PPG probe on the finger of the left hand. The configuration of the PPG 
probe and the optoelectronic sensor is shown in Figure 4.6. 
Optoelectronic sensor 
M Finger 
Infrared emitter ^ ^ Phototransistor 




The right index finger was held in a stable position to obtain an uncontaminated PPG signal. 
Since there was no apparent difference between the PPG signal from the left index finger and 
the right index finger [4], the uncontaminated PPG signal was regarded as a standard PPG 
signal to compare the filtered signal. At the same time, the left index finger moved randomly 
to create motion artifact. In addition, the ECG signal was obtained using a standard 
physiological recorder (Astro-Med, Inc., Grass Model 7400) to determine the Q-P interval. 
Figure 4.7 illustrates a block diagram of blood pressure measurement using difference 
sources of PPG signals. Five sets of data were recorded for this study. 
(Right finger)  
PPG signal — • . 
^ Measuring the , Calibrated 
ECG gn Q-P interval 一^ regression lines for 
PPG signal ~ ‘ ^ ^ _, SP, MP and DP 
(Left finger) 一 
• Adaptive filter — • ! 
Fig. 4.7. A block diagram of blood pressure measurement using different sources of PPG 
signals 
Notes: a denotes the Q-P interval using an uncontaminated PPG signal (right finger), 
b denotes the Q-P interval using a contaminated PPG signal (left finger), 
c denotes the Q-P interval using a filtered PPG signal (left finger). 
The ECG signal, the reference signal and the two PPG signals were sampled at 750 samples 
per channel on the WINDAQ computer-based data acquisition unit. The signals were then 
analyzed using MATLAB-based digital signal processing utilities. To compare the measured 
blood pressure values with the reference values from the oscillometric noninvasive blood 
pressure meter (Colin BP8800), the cuff was attached to the right arm of five subjects instead 
of detecting the uncontaminated PPG signal from their right index finger. The PPG signal 
and the reference signal were still recorded from the left finger. The left finger moved 
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randomly to produce motion artifact and the reference values of blood pressure was obtained 
simultaneously. 
4.5 Results 
The value of correlation coe伍dents (CC), which are selected as a performance measure for 
this method, is calculated to quantitatively compare two different signals in order to assess 
their similarity based on Equation (4.8) [12]. If the signals are identical and there is no time 
delay between them, the normalized CC is equal to one. If the signals are not identical, or 
there is a time delay between the signals, the value of CC is lower than one. The results of 
the averaged values from the five sets of data are listed in Table 4.1. 
CC (4.8) 
驛 
where x, is the component of the first signal, and 乂 is the component of the second signal. 
Table 4.1. The average value of the correlation coefficients calculated from two signals 
from five data sets 
Signals (x,y) CC 
s[n],v�[n] 0.182 
s[n], v jn] 0.096 
v�[n],vi[n] 0.875 
si[n], Sr[n] 0.923 
Notes: The two signals are drawn from among s[n], vjn], vjn], Si[n] and Sr[n]. The signal 
si[n] denotes the uncontaminated PPG signal from the left index finger, and Sr[n] denotes the 
uncontaminated PPG signal from the right index finger. 
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According to Table 4.1, v jn ] is strongly correlated with v jn ] whilst s[n] is weakly 
correlated with both v�[n] and vjn] . This satisfies the basic assumptions of the adaptive 
noise canceler. Figure 4.8 illustrates the experimental results from a typical set of data, 
including the signal of (a) the primary sensor, (b) the uncontaminated PPQ (c) the reference 
optoelectronic sensor, (d) the output of the adaptive filter with constant step-size, " =0.001, 
(e) the output of the adaptive filter with variable step-size, and (f) the ECG. 
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Fig.4.8. Results of the acquired and filtered signals from the adaptive filter 
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the values of the correlation coefficient between the 
uncontaminated PPG signal and the filtered PPG signal using different values of /z from 
the typical data. 
i i ^ B 
0.0001 0.0005 0.001 0.005 0.01 0.05 
step-size I unit 
Fig. 4.9. Correlation coefficients calculated by the different values of step-sizes with filter 
length = 100 -124 -
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Figure 4.10. Waveforms of filtered signals against iteration number for different values of 
fi with filter length = 100 
Evaluating the MSE [16] between the canceller output and the uncontaminated PPG signal 
can assess the cancellation performance of the adaptive filter, 
MSE 二 E(e[n]-Sr[n])2, (4.9) 
where Sr[n] denotes the uncontaminated PPG signal from the right index finger. 
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Figure 4.11. Mean-square error against the number of iterations using variable step-size and 
ji = 0.001 with the same filter length (L = 100) 
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Furthermore, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [16] is used to quantify and compare the 
performance of the algorithms. The SNR is defined by, ‘ 
五 IXIXf ] (4 10) 
雜 = i o * i o g i � y ; �J . ^ ) 
Ken -sXt^ 
. I . L J / L J J J 
Table 4.2. The average values for CC and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
Signal before Signal after variable Signal after constant step-size 
adaptive filter step-size LMS filter (11 =0.001) LMS filter 
CC 0.28 0.78 0.54 
SNR 9.3dB 37.1dB 20.5dB 
Note: The filter length is the same in all instances (L 二 100). 
According to Table 4.2 and Figure 4.11, the analysis of the data set demonstrates that the 
proposed new approach provides a significant reduction in sensitivity to the corruption 
caused by motion artifact. To investigate the effects of the filter length on the performance of 
the adaptive filter, several filter lengths are studied with the constant values of step-size, (i = 
0.001 (Figure 4.12). The values of CC from various values of the filter length of the 
proposed adaptive filter from the average results are shown in Figure 4.13. 
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Fig. 4.12. Results of filtered signals using different filter length in LMS algorithm with 
c o n s t a n t 0 . 0 0 1 
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Fig. 4.13. Correlation coefficients calculated by different values of length of adaptive filter 
with constant /z = 0.001 
The effects of motion artifact on the measurement of blood pressure can be demonstrated 
from a typical subject. The Q-P interval acquisition using a filtered PPG signal, a 
contaminated PPG signal and an uncontaminated PPG signal are substituted into the model 
of regression lines to find the SP, MP and DP respectively. The results from the typical 
subject are listed in Table 4.3. 
The calibrated regression lines from the typical subject for SP, MP and DP are: 
SP = -1066.81*(Q-P) + 497.96, 
MP = -575.49*(Q-P) +281.41, 
DP 二-354.68*(Q-P)+ 183.68. 
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Table 4.3. A comparison of results using a contaminated PPG signal and a filtered PPG 
signal 
Q-P interval (ms) SP (mmHg) MP (mmHg) DP (mmHg) 
Uncontaminated PPG 348 126.71 81.14 60.25 
Cont腿inated PPG 520 -56.78 -17.85 -0.76 
Difference 172 -183.49 -98.99 -61.01 
Difference error (%) 49.42 -144.81 -122.00 -101.26 
Filtered PPG with 
# = 0.001 361 112.84 73.66 55.64 
Difference 13 -13.87 -7.48 -4.61 
Difference error (%) 3.74 -10.95 -9.22 -7.65 
Filtered PPG with 
variable step-size 352 122.44 78.83 58.83 
Difference 4 -4.27 -2.31 -1.42 
Difference error (%) 1.15 -3.368 -2.83 -2.35 
Note: 
Difference = Results using filtered PPG/contaninated PPG - Results using uncontaminated P P G， 
(Resu l t s using filtered PPG/contaminated P P G - Results using uncontaminated P P G ) 
Difference error = " ； ： 务 . ^ , ^ ^ ^ 爾 , � • 
Results using uncontaminated F rCj 
Table 4.3 indicates that the measurement differences of blood pressure using a filtered PPG 
signal with variable step-size are the smallest among a contaminated PPG signal and also a 
filtered PPG signal with constant step-size. Table 4.4 compares the ECG-PPG interval using 
the uncontaminated PPG signal, the calculated interval using the contaminated PPG signal, a 
filtered PPG signal with variable step-size, and a filtered PPG signal with constant step-size 
from five subjects. 
/ 
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Table 4.4. A comparison of the ECG-PPG interval using an uncontaminated PPG signal 
with the ECG-PPG interval from 5 subjects 
Subjects Uncontaminated Contaminated Filtered PPG with Filtered PPG with 
PPG (ms) PPG (ms) variable ji (ms) constant /z = 0.001 (ms) 
A 348 520 352 361 
7 72 4 13 
Difference (ms) 
Tw, 代 4 9 . 4 2 1.15 3.74 Difference error (%) 
B 320 483 322 326 
Difference (ms) 工秘 ^ ^ 
Difference error (%) 49.6 0.8 L6 
C 373 125 366 362 
/ 1 -248 -7 -11 Difference (ms) 
~ : � -66.49 -1.88 -2.95 Difference error (%) 
D 332 418 335 341 
Difference (ms) ^^ ^ 夕 
~ : � 25.90 0.90 2,71 Difference error (%) 
E 322 518 327 340 
Difference (ms) 丄抓 5 7汉 
.o/v 60.87 1.55 5.59 Difference error (%) 
Mean difference 78.4 1.6 1 
Standard deviation 187.592 4.876 11.023 
Note: 
Difference = Results using filtered PPG/contaminated PPG - Results using uncontamimted PPG , 
(Resul ts using filtered PPG/contam inated PPG - Results using uncontaminated PPG ) 
Difference error = ： 7 - — 園/。. 
Results using uncontamm ated PPG 
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Table 4.5 compares the reference values, the predicted values using the contaminated PPG 
signal and the filtered PPG signal with variable step-size from five subjects. 
Table 4.5. A comparison of the results using a reference device against blood pressure 
measurements from 5 subjects 
Reference value Contaminated PPG signal Filtered PPG sigiiid 
with variable 
Subjects S P I MP I DP SP MP DP SP MP DP 
(mmHg) (mmHg) (mmHg) (mmHg) (mmHg) (mmHg) (nimlUg) (nimllg) (minllj；) 
A 146 103 81 -59.98 -19.57 5.18 154.66 %.21 76.54 
Difference (mmHg) -205.98 -122.57 -75.82 8.66 -6.78 -4.46 
Difference error (%) -141.08 -119.00 -93.60 5.93 -6.5H -5.50 
B 108 74 61 -122.07 7.11 -15.35 98.40 70.48 62.24 
Difference (mmHg) -230.07 -66,98 -76.35 -9.59 -3.51 L24 
Difference error (%) -213.03 -90.39 -125.167 -8.H8 -i.75 2.03 
C 127 89 70 155.75 97.26 93.52 122.11 82.51 70.79 
Difference (mmHg) 28.75 8.26 23.52 -4,89 -6.48 0.79 
Difference error (%) 22.64 9.28 33.61 -3,85 -7.29 1.13 
D 130 90 77 55.399 50.40 47.28 125.34 88.57 73.02 
Difference (mmHg) -74.60 -39.60 -29.72 -4.66 -1.42 -3,998 
Difference error (%) -57.39 -44.01 -38.59 -3.58 -1.58 -5A7 
E 109 81 65 -52.42 17.07 30.44 119.86 86.09 66.55 
Difference (mmHg) -161.42 -63.93 -34.56 10,86 5.09 L55 
Difference error (%) -148.10 -78.92 -53.16 9,96 2.38 6.28 
Mean difference -128.66 -56.96 -38.59 0.076 -2.62 -0.98 
Standard deviation of difference 106.11 47.46 41.12 9.09 4.84 2.98 
Note： Difference = Calculated value using filtered PPG/contaminated PPG - Reference value , 
(Calculated value using filtered PPG/contaminated PPG - Reference value) * 





The accuracy of ambulatory monitoring of the ECG-PPG interval is often reduced due to 
motion artifact. This section proposes the use of an LMS adaptive filter with variable 
step-size and an optoelectronic sensor to reduce motion artifact. 
A) Effects of step-size parameters 
The previous section proposed the use of an LMS adaptive filter to reduce motion artifact in 
PPG recordings. In order to improve the characteristics of the LMS filter a time varying 
step-size sequence, [i [n], is employed [19，20]. According to Figures 4.9 and 4.10, the 
variation of ji results in a change in the value of CC, but there is no apparent tendency 
towards improvement of the results with a certain value of j i . Since motion artifact is 
random, the selection of [i is adjusted carefully to optimize the performance of the 
adaptive filter. Figures 4.8 and 4.11, and Table 4.2, suggest that an LMS filter with variable 
step-size could be adapted to reduce motion artifact efficiently. The performance of the LMS 
filter with variable step-size is better than that with constant step-size under the same filter 
length. The initial convergence speed of the LMS algorithm is increased and a small 
steady-state misadjustment is achieved. 
B) Effects of filter length 
The filter length of the adaptive system is inherently tied to many other performance 
measures. Figure 4.12 shows the performance of the adaptive filter depends on filter length. 
However, the incremental additions to filter length lead to side effects, misadjustment and 
time delay of processing [16]; that is, they are all proportional to filter length. Thus, filter 
length should be selected carefully. According to Figure 4.13, increasing the filter length 
experimentally increases CC values between the uncontaminated PPG signal and the filtered 
PPG signal. The experiment shows that CC values do not increase greatly after the filter 
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length reaches around 100 in the proposed algorithm. Hence, the filter length is set to 100. 
C) Properties of reference signals 
In previous work, accelerometers [21], strain-gauges [22] and Ag-AgCl paste electrodes [23] 
were used to detect motion artifact during the measurement of other physiological data. In 
this work, an optoelectronic sensor is employed. The reasons for doing so are as follows. 
1) Inexpensive - The optoelectronic sensor is cheaper than other motion detectors. The cost 
of an Ag-AgCl electrode for long-term use is high because it is not reusable. 
2) Light - The mass of the optoelectronic sensor is very small and easy to handle, 
especially in portable devices. Its lightness means that motion artifact is reduced [24]. 
3) Small — The small optoelectronic sensor does not interfere with a user's normal 
activities. 
T>) Improving measurement of blood pressure with the Q-P interval 
Reduction of motion artifact from PPG recordings can help to predict the accurate values of 
blood pressure because the peak of the contaminated PPG signal can be located precisely as 
a terminating point for the Q-P interval. Ambulatory monitoring of blood pressure can be 
implemented if motion artifact, which always influences the results of measurement, can be 
reduced. A number of peaks are produced in the contaminated PPG signal within a cardiac 
cycle, and those peaks are misclassified as the peaks of the PPG signal. According to Table 
4.3, the filtered PPG signal can recover the peak of the PPG signal and a reliable Q-P 
interval can be calculated. The measurement differences in calculating the Q-P interval and 
blood pressure using the filtered PPG signal with variable step-size are smaller than those 
using the filtered PPG signal with constant step-size. This means that the filtered PPG signal 
can provide more accurate results. However, the Q-P interval using the contaminated PPG 
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signal is calculated inaccurately and the predicted values of blood pressure are unreliable and 
unreasonable, i.e., a negative sign. Hence, the accuracy of the measurement using a filtered 
PPG signal is enhanced. Table 4.4 indicates the calculated Q-P intervals are different to 
uncontaminated, contaminated and filtered PPG signals. The uncontaminated PPG signal is 
assumed to be the standard to calculate the Q-P interval. The results show that the 
contaminated PPG signal leads to incorrect measurement of the Q-P interval. Compared with 
the filtered PPG signal with constant step-size, the results demonstrate that the filtered PPG 
signal with variable step-size can provide more accurate results of the Q-P interval. 
According to Table 4.5, the calculated values of blood pressure with the contaminated PPG 
signal can overestimate or underestimate the reference values of blood pressure severely. The 
mean difference and the standard deviation with regard to using the filtered PPG signal are 
smaller than using the contaminated PPG signal based on the experimental results from the 
five subjects above 30 mmHg and 40 mmHg respectively. This implies that the use of the 
adaptive filter can obtain reliable results. 
The reduction of motion artifact using an LMS adaptive filter can apply to on-line, 
continuous and 24-hour monitoring to detect emergencies and abrupt changes in blood 
pressure. Furthermore, the simplicity of the proposed algorithm can develop into a 
microprocessor-based system for real-time implementation of PPG measurement. 
4.7 Conclusion 
The LMS adaptive filter with variable step-size is used to eliminate motion artifact from the 
reflected-mode PPG signal. The reference signal of the filter is obtained from an 
optoelectronic sensor, which is advantageous in cost, size and mass. The time-varying 
step-size sequence, which is determined by the values of the derivative of the reference 
signal, is employed to efficiently adapt to the change in motion artifact and to improve the 
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performance of the process. The experimental results show that the measurement differences 
between the reference values and the predicted values using the filtered PPG signal are about 
50 to 200 mmHg smaller than those using the contaminated PPG signal. This implies that the 
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Measurement of Blood Pressure using the 
PPG signal 
5.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 3, the Q-P interval, which is extracted from ECG and PPG signals, was used to 
predict the values of blood pressure. This chapter analyzes the potential of the PPG signal to 
provide a convenient and simple measurement of blood pressure. Traditionally, the PPG 
signal is used to determine the heart rate and the oxygen content of tissue blood. Current 
research shows that PPG is capable of reflecting more information related to blood flow and 
functional characteristics of peripheral arteries than just the heart rate [1, 2], The objectives 
of this chapter are to evaluate the usefulness of the PPG signal in measuring blood pressure 
and to define what kind of model is suitable to predict the values of blood pressure from the 
PPG signal. Finally, the combination of the Q-P interval and the parameters from the PPG 
signal to predict the values of blood pressure is described. 
5.2 Theory 
The development of PPG technology by Yoshimura promoted its prevalence for clinical use 
in the 1970s [3]. The finger PPG signal was extensively used for evaluation of 
hemodynamics and peripheral circulation. In 1978, Ozawa studied the pattern of the second 
derivative wave of the PPG (SDPPG) and found that the SDPPG had characteristic wave 
contours, which facilitated the interpretation of the original PPG signal [3]. This is subjective 
if only the original PPG signal is used, but the information from its derivative waves can be 
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helpful in ensuring objective judgments [3]. Thus, the SDPPG is used to predict blood 
pressure because the SDPPG components contain a great deal of information about the 
structure of the artery [1, 2, 4]. 
Figure 5.1 demonstrates the waveform of the ECQ PPQ SDPPG and SDPPG components 
respectively. The waveform of SDPPG consists of five wave components. The a- (initial 
positive) and b- (early negative) waves correspond to the early systolic components of the 
PPG signal. The c- (re-upsloping) and d- (late re-downsloping) waves correspond to the late 
systolic component of the PPG signal. The e- (diastolic positive) wave corresponds to the 
diastolic component of the PPG signal [5]. The early component is mainly caused by left 
ventricular ejection and the later component is mainly caused by the peripheral reflection 
wave [6], 
Late systolic component 
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Fig.5.1. The SDPPG components (right) and the waveform of the ECQ PPG and SDPPG 
(left) [5] 
The SDPPG components are analyzed in relation to hemodynamics and various forms of 
circulatory diseases [5], The b/a wave is reported to be an index of structural stiffiiess of 
blood vessel walls. The a- and b-waves are included in the early systolic components. The 
relationship between the arterial distensibility and |b/a| from SDPPG has been developed [1， 
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2]. Figure 5.2 illustrates that the values of |b/a| of the SDPPG are considered to be correlated 
to the changes of distensibility in peripheral arteries. 
0.6 I * * ；, • 
—0.4 I • ； Z 考 
% j ^ i j ^ f � 
• 
0,0 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Distensibility 
Fig.5.2. Correlation between |b/a| and distensibility [5] 
Tardy has illustrated that there is a nonlinear relationship between distensibility of the artery 
and blood pressure (Figure 5.3) [7]. When the artery is hardened, its wall is thick and 
distensibility is decreased. The lumen of the artery for the blood flow becomes narrower. 
Since the diameter of the lumen is decreased, the force required by the heart to push blood to 
the whole body is greater. Consequently, blood pressure is increased. The d/a is a measure of 
functional tension of blood vessel walls [1], The a-wave represents the early part of left 
ventricular ejection and the d-wave represents the late components of the systolic wave. The 
value of d/a expresses the ratio of the late component to the early component of the PPG 
signal. That is correlated to systolic pressure [6]. The d/a ratio is increased by functional 
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Fig 5.3. Distensibility-pressure curve for the brachial artery. Dashed lines correspond to a 
95% confidence limit calculated on the parameter determined by the non-linear regression 
for the model [7] 
Note: The International System of Units leads to replacement of mmHg by kilopascals (kPa) 
as a unit of pressure, where 1 mmHg = O.lSkPa, but the use of the kilopascals has not been 
adopted for routine blood pressure measurement [8]. 
Systolic Pressure (mmHg) 
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Fig. 5.4. Correlations of d/a and systolic pressure [6] 
The meaning of the c/a ratio is not understood, but it usually changes with the b- or the d-
wave. The e-wave reflects the initial rise of the diastolic wave. Since the SDPPG 
components have their own significant relationship to SP, MP and DP with different 
weightings, the four components of SDPPG are used simultaneously [1, 3]. In addition, the 
advantages of SDPPG can stabilize the baseline and separate components of the waveform 
[9]. These parameters are obtained for every heartbeat, thus the values of blood pressure can 
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be predicted beat-by-beat. In this chapter, the parameters, |b/a|, |c/a|, |d/a| and |e/a| are 
proposed to predict SP, MP and DP conveniently. 
5.3 Experiment 
The |b/a|, |c/a|, |d/a| and |e/a| were treated as predictors, and the values of blood pressure in SP, 
MP and DP were treated as output results. The outcome events were often related to multiple 
factors that led to difficulties in developing a model using the linear regression analysis, 
which has been described in Chapters 2 and 3. Before the experiment, it was simply not 
known what kinds of models should be used because there was no way of knowing whether 
a nonlinear or linear relationship existed between SDPPG components and blood pressure. 
Thus, an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and a Multiple Linear Regression (MLR), which 
are non-linear and linear regression methods respectively, were used to predict the values of 
blood pressure. 
The experimental data were taken from Chapter 3. SDPPG components and the calculation 
of MLR and ANN were analyzed with the aid of Matlab 6.0. The four predictors were 
derived from the average values from five heartbeats that have been described in Chapter 2. 
The experimental data were divided into two categories, training and evaluation. There were 
five measurement results for the training data and other measurement results for the 
evaluation data. The training data were used to train the coefficients of a MLR and an ANN. 
The evaluation data were used to check the accuracy of the measurement of blood pressure. 
5.3.1 Multiple linear regression (MLR) 
The four predictors were assembled into the MLR model to determine the dependent 
variables of blood pressure: SP, MP and DP. The interpretation of the constant in the MLR 
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model is the same as that for simple regression - the value of blood pressure when each of 
the four independent predictors equals zero. The interpretation of the slope is slightly 
different. The slope is represented as the change in blood pressure associated with a unit 
change in one of the predictors when the other predictors are constant. Thus, it is sometimes 
referred to as a partial slope or partial regression coefficient [10]. 
A) Training 
I) Systolic Blood Pressure 
The equation for systolic blood pressure prediction is described as Equation (5.1). 
|b /a | ,*Ki+|c/a | ,*K2+|d/a | ,*K3+|e/a | .*K4+K5=SP„ (5 .1) 
where Ki, K2, K3, K4 and K5 are the constant coefficients of the prediction Equation (5.1) for 
SP, and i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 represents the index of the measurement for training. The values 
of the four predictors and the corresponding values of SP are extracted from the training data 
(Equation (5.2)). 
~\bla\^ \cla\^ \dla\^ \ela\^ 1 1 ^K^l F^ /； _ 
K, SP^ 
* K, = SP, (5.2) 
K, SP, 
b/a ^ da ^ d!a ^ ela ^ 1 K^ SP^ 
• 5 5 J ！ ) � L _ i i _ _ i 
The constant coefficients of the equation for SP can be evaluated using Equation (5.3). 
1 \ c l \ d l 1 ^「明 _ 
SP, 
K, 二 * SP, (5.3) 
K, SP4 
K. h!a , da d!a ^ e!a ^ 1 SPc 
l « * ^ � L 5 5 5 3 L - « ^ � 
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II) Mean Blood Pressure 
The equation for mean blood pressure prediction is described as Equation (5.4). 
|b/4*L�+丨c/4*L2+|d/4*LrHe/a|i*L4+L5=MPi, (5.4) 
where Li, L�，L3, L4 and L5 are the constant coefficients of the predicting Equation (5.4) for 
MP, and i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 represents the index of the measurement for training. The values 
of the four predictors and the corresponding values of MP are extracted from the training 
data (Equation (5.5)). 
\cla\^ \dla\^ \ela\^ 1 FLj 1 一  
L: MI\ 
* 4 : (5.5) 
4 MP, 
bla^ da ^ dla^ da A L^ MP^ 
_ 5 5 5 J _| I— —I I— � 
The constant coefficients of the equation for MP can be evaluated using Equation (5.6). 
厂 n—1 
"LjI b la^ c la^ d l a ^ e la^ 1 YMP^  
L, MP, 
r * (5.6) 
L3 = * MP3 
L, MP, 
L. bla^ cla; dia; ela ^ 1 MP^ 
I— —1 5 5 J J _| ^ � 
III) Diastolic Blood Pressure 
The equation for diastolic blood pressure prediction is described as Equation (5.7). 
|b/4*Mi+|c/4*M2+|d/4*M3+|e/4*M4+M5=DPi, (5.7) 
where Mi, M2, M3, M4 and M5 are the constant coefficients of the predicting Equation (5.7) 
for DP, and i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 represents the index of the measurement for training. The 
values of the four predictors and the corresponding values of DP are extracted from the 
training data (Equation (5.8)). 
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\bla\^ \cla\^ \dla\^ \ela\^ 1 1 ["Mj 1 � Z ) / ^ �  
M, DP, 
(5.8) 
* M3 = DP, 
M, DP, 
hla^ da; dia^ ela\ M, DP, 一 5 5 5 5 ‘― _i i— � 
The constant coefficients of the equation for DP can be evaluated using Equation (5.9). 
1 M H i K/^ i i M H i 1 r ^ ^ i _ 
M^ DP^ 
= * @ (5.9) 
M, DP, 
M, bla^ cla^ dla^ eta^ 1 DP, 
— J �一 5 5 5 5 � L � 
B) Evaluation 
After training, the values of IQ, L^  and Mi, where i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, are known. The four 
parameters in evaluation data can be substituted into the trained prediction equations for SP, 
MP and DP; that is, the values of blood pressure can, therefore, be predicted (Figure 5.5). 
The corresponding values of blood pressure taken by the reference device in evaluation data 
are represented as a benchmark measurement to assess the accuracy of the prediction. 
|b/a|, |c/a|, |d/a| & |e/a| from evaluation data.  
1 ： ^ 
Systolic pressure: |b/a|*Ki+|c/a|*K2+|d/a|*K3+|e/a|*K4+K5=SP, 
Mean pressure: |b/a|*Li+|c/a|*L2+|d/a|*L3+|e/a|*L4+L5=MP, 
Diastolic pressure: |b/a|*Mi+|c/a|*M2+|d/a|*M3+|e/a|*M4+M5=DP.  
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  
Predicted systolic pressure, predicted mean pressure, predicted diastolic pressure. 
Fig. 5.5. Flowchart of the blood pressure measurement by MLR 
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5.3.2. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) 
The development of ANNs began approximately 60 years ago. The study of ANNs is an 
interdisciplinary field, both in its development and in its application. The applications of 
ANNs include classification, prediction, system identification, pattern recognition, and so on 
[11]. In neural computing, mathematical processing units (neurons) are linked together by 
weighted connections. An ANN, which is a nonlinear model, can offer a solution to 
overcome system-modeling problems. 
A three-layered feedforward neural network is proposed as the nonlinear transfer model to 
calculate the values of blood pressure. There are four neurons in the input layer, six 
neurons in the hidden layer，and three neurons in the output layer (Figure 5.6). Each 
neuron processes its weighted inputs according to its activation function, and its output is 
then connected to the inputs of the neurons in the next layer. By allocating appropriate values 
to the weights, an ANN can perform complicated operations on inputs. Furthermore, a 
backpropagation-leaming algorithm with a variable learning rate is employed. The learning 
rate is varied according to the performance of the algorithm [16]. 
SDPPG Transfer function Output 
• S y s t o l i c p r e s s u r e 
、 今 , / j j j j ^ , , — ~ • M e a n p r e s s u r e 
丨 I I i 丨 — — — • D i a s t o l i c p r e s s u r e 
Fig. 5.6. Flowchart showing ANN predictions with SDPPG components 
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The ANN maps the input vector X (xi, x�,X3, X4) into the output vector Y (yi, y], ys,). In this 
case, xi=|b/a|, X2=丨c/a丨，X3=|d/a| X4= |e/a| and yi=SP, y2=MP, y3=DP. To calculate one of the 
elements in output Y, i.e. yi (SP), the input units send signals Xi from input vector X across 
the weighted connections to hidden units. Any given hidden unit j sees the sum of all the 
weighted inputs, 
4 
S ^ j i * Xi = Wj, * Xq + 狄yi * A + …+ * I4 • ( i 10) 
i=0 
The first term yjo = Wj�*x� is a "bias" term and xq always equals 1. The weights wji are the 
weights for the jth hidden unit from the ith input. The hidden unit j generates an output signal, 
(5.11) 
i=0 
The function a typically has a sigmoid shape. The signals from the hidden units j = 1, •.., 6 
are sent to the output unit across weighted connections in a manner analogous to the 
relationship between the input and hidden layers. The output unit sees the sum of the 
weighted hidden units and produces a signal, 
(5.12) 
y=o 
ho always has the value 1, so that Po= w�*h�provides a bias. Therefore, the output value can 
be expressed as, 
= w广 (5.13) 
j = 0 r = 0 
The function b is linear because it is simple and it works well for prediction [12]. The output 
values depend only on inputs and weights. 
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The feedforward neural network is so named because inputs are fed into functions in the 
hidden layer, but there is no feedback. In addition, the neuron values in the hidden layer do 
not feed sideways into each other. Instead they feed onward to the output layer. There is also 
no feedback from the output layer to the hidden layer [12]. It is important to note that the 
ANN should be trained to perform a particular operation using a set of training data, which is 
the subject of the following section. 
A) Training 
The ANN is trained by using training data. The four predictors are treated as individual 
reference data and fed into the ANN. The corresponding values of blood pressure are treated 
as the target of the ANN. The training procedure involves three stages: the feedforward of 
the input training pattern, the calculation and backpropagation of the associated error, and the 
adjustment of the weights with the training data. 
In this case, the ANN is trained using the backpropagation method to predict blood pressure. 
The backpropagation method was chosen because it is relatively simple, common and easy 
to implement. Until recently, the backpropagation method accounted for approximately 80% 
of all neural network applications [13]. A key element in the ANN is the existence of a 
hidden layer of nodes. The idea is that although each node has the same inputs, the inputs are 
processed differently because each node has different weights. This is the key strength of the 
approach. When using the backpropagation method, the weights are originally set to random 
values. The continuous input values and the corresponding output values from a training 
sample are presented to the network, following which a recursive algorithm starts at the 
output nodes and works back to the hidden layer. The weights are updated by the Equation 
(5.14) [14, 15]. 
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+1) = (,) + 77(0 * 3] * z!, (5.14) 
where if the connection is from input layer to hidden layer, z! is the 严 input value, and if the 
connection is from hidden layer to output layer, Zi is the 严 hidden neuron value, r|(t) is a 
variable learning rate, and 5 is an error term. The error term calculation depends on the node. 
If node j is an output node, then, 
Sj:d厂 y], (5.15) 
where dj is the desired output of node j, and yj is the actual output. 
If node j is a hidden node, then, 
�=。'dx*xz)i>k、， （5.16) 
i^O k=\ 
where a，is the differentiation of the function a and 5k is the error tern of the output node. 
The residuals of the output, (dj - y」)，are achieved and the weights are adjusted in response to 
the residuals (this error "propagates back") until they ultimately converge to a solution. 
Training continues until the errors associated with the training set are minimized. The 
iterative and convergent estimation procedure is known as backpropagation [15], 
B) Evaluation 
After training, the weights of the neural network for the SP, MP and DP are determined from 
the training data. Applying the ANN involves only the computation of the feedforward phase 
[15]. The input vector X, which is derived from the evaluation data, is substituted into the 
trained network to predict the corresponding values of SP, MP and DP. 
5.3.3 Results 
The results of the prediction by the MLR and ANN with SDPPG components from 30 
subjects are listed in Table 5.1 respectively. 
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Table 5.1. Results of blood pressure measurement for SP, MP and DP using SDPPG 
with a MLR and ANN respectively from 30 subjects (AAMI and BHS standards) 
MLR ANN 
SP MP DP SP MP DP 
MD (mmHg) 3.24 2.12 2.39 1.49 0.40 0.45 
SD (mmHg) 11.39 7.43 8.35 10.97 7.23 6.85 
Abs_MD (mmHg) 10.93 6.89 7.84 8.811 5.649 5.26 
Abs_SD (mmHg) 7.31 5.12 5.67 6.71 4.540 4.41 
< 15 mmHg (%) 74.30 76.69 84.32 82.40 95.27 96.99 
< 10 mmHg (%) 59.47 57.38 75.59 62.23 81.97 87.12 
< 5 mmHg {%) 30.21 43.85 43.29 36.06 52.36 56.22 
BHS grade D C C D B B 
Notes: MD represents Mean Difference, SD represents Standard Deviation, Abs MD 
represents the Mean of the Absolute Difference and Abs SD represents the Standard 
Deviation of the Absolute Difference. 
According to Table 5.1, the measurement differences between the reference method and the 
proposed method using the ANN are smaller than those using a MLR. This implies that the 
results regarding ANNs are more accurate than those of a MLR and the model should thus be 
nonlinear to predict blood pressure using the SDPPG components. The SDPPG components 
have the power to predict the values of blood pressure because the ANN results in small 
measurement differences from the reference method. The Bland and Altman plots show 
agreement between the method using SDPPG components with an ANN and the reference 
method (Colin 8800) for SP (Figure 5.7), MP (Figure 5.8) and DP (Figure 5.9) in 30 subjects 
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Fig.5.7. The Bland and Altman plot comparing SP between the method using SDPPG 
components with an ANN and the reference method 
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According to the results shown in Table 5.1, an ANN is a better modeling method than a 
MLR. The mean values of the absolute differences are smaller, and the percentages of the 
absolute differences within 5mmHg, lOmmHg and 15mmHg in the BHS standard using an 
ANN are greater than that using a MLR for SP, MP and DP. The measurement using an ANN 
is more accurate. Moreover, the standard deviation of the difference for SP, MP and DP using 
an ANN is smaller than those using a MLR. This means that the measurement using an ANN 
is more reliable. Furthermore, the results using an ANN can satisfy the AAMI and BHS 
standard for DP and MP, but those using a MLR cannot. The results also imply the predictive 
power of an ANN is better than that of a MLR, and it also demonstrates |b/a|, |c/a|, |d/a| and 
|e/a| do not have linear relationships with blood pressure. These four parameters are 
non-linearly interrelated. The performance of the sophisticated ANN prediction technique is 
better than that of the simpler linear prediction technique due to a more accurate model fit. 
Figures 5.7 to 5.9 illustrate that the distribution of the points in Bland and Altman plots are 
similar to those described in Chapter 3. The distribution of the points for SP is large and for 
MP and DP is small. This implies that the measurement of blood pressure for MP and DP is 
more accurate. 
A MLR is designed for predicting variables whose effects on the response are additive but do 
not interact. For example, the effect of |b/a| on the results does not depend on |c/a|, |d/a| and 
e/a|. For ANNs, there are interactions between the weights of the components [17]. All input 
elements are fed into each neuron in the input layer. The advantage of including two or more 
different mathematical treatments to analyze the same inputs is that some of the inputs may 
be emphasized in one neuron while other inputs may be emphasized in other neurons. The 
flexibility of an ANN comes from the fact that each node can process the same input value 
with different weights. The degree of nonlinearities and interactions between inputs in 
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neurons are varied. However, these attributes do not apply to a MLR. Hence, a MLR has 
lower predictive power with regard to blood pressure measurement. 
Compared to the results in Chapter 3, the results using SDPPG components are less accurate 
than those using the value of (Q-P) ^ The mean absolute difference and the standard 
deviation of difference using SDPPG components are larger and the percentages within the 
threshold values are smaller than those using the value of (Q-P)—2. This means that the value 
of (Q-P)-2 has higher predictive power with regard to measuring blood pressure than the 
SDPPG components. 
5.4 The implementation of the Q-P interval 
According to the experimental results iii Chapter 3, the value of (Q-P)"^ possesses high 
predictive power with regard to measuring blood pressure. Hence, the beat-by-beat SDPPG 
components and the value of (Q-P)'^ are assembled into the ANN to predict the values of 
blood pressure simultaneously (Figure 5.10). The structure of the ANN model and the 
training algorithm are similar to previously employed networks except for the five neurons in 
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Fig.5.10. Flowchart showing the ANN prediction with the components of SDPPG and the 
value of (Q-P)-2 
5.4.1 Results 
The results of predictions by the ANN with SDPPG components and the value of ( Q - P ) � 
from 30 subjects are listed in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2. Results of blood pressure measurement for SP, MP and DP using SDPPQ 
(Q-P) 一2 from 30 subjects (AAMI and BHS standards) 
SDPPG (Q-P)-2 SDPPG and (Q-P)-2 
SP MP DP SP MP DP SP MP DP 
MD (mmHg) 1.49 0.40 0.45 0.75 0.55 0.24 -0.05 -0.62 -0.13 
SD (mmHg) 10.97 7.23 6.85 7.68 6.22 5.69 7.28 6.14 4.74 
Abs一MD(mmHg) 8.81 5.65 5.26 5.88 4.89 4.43 5.86 5.26 3.75 
Abs 一 SD(mmHg) 6.71 4.54 4.41 4.95 4.17 3.69 4.30 4.19 2.88 
< 15 mmHg ( % ) 82.40 95.27 96.99 94.78 96.95 99.13 95.08 97.08 99.58 
< 10 mmHg (%) 62.23 81.97 87.12 82.17 88.34 92.17 .82.92 89.83 95.41 
< 5 mmHg (%) 36.06 52.36 56.22 54.78 61.73 64.78 51.66 62. J 6 72.08 
BHS grade D B B B A A B A A 
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The Bland and Atman plots show agreement between the method using SDPPG components 
and the value of (Q-P)'^ with an ANN and the reference method (Colin 8800) for SP (Figure 
5.11), MP (Figure 5.12) and DP (Figure 5.13) from 30 subjects (total n = 240) respectively. 
Continuous and dashed lines refer to the mean difference and the limits of agreement 
respectively. 
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Fig.5.11. The Bland and Altman plot comparing SP between the method using SDPPG 
components and the value of (Q-P) with an ANN and the reference method 
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Fig.5.12. The Bland and Altman plot comparing MP between the method using SDPPG 
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Fig.5.13. The Bland and Altman plot for DP between the method using SDPPG components 
and the value of (Q-P) with an ANN and the reference method 
5.4.2 Discussion 
According to Table 5.2, the values of predicted blood pressure using SDPPG components 
and the value of (Q-P)"^ are better than those using either only SDPPG components or the 
value of (Q-P)-2. The results as a percentage within the absolute differences of 5mmHg, 
lOmmHg and ISmmHg from the reference method increased for SP, MP and DP. In addition, 
the standard deviation of the difference and the mean absolute difference are reduced for SP, 
MP and DP. The agreement of the method is remarkable. The measurements with the value 
of (Q-P)—2 and SDPPG components in an ANN model satisfy both the AAMI and BHS 
standard. SP measurement is greatly improved. This implementation introduces significant 
agreement to the reference measurement for measuring blood pressure (using the 
oscillometric method and the Colin 8800 meter). Figures 5.11 to 5.13 demonstrate that the 
limits of agreement are reduced for SP, MP and DP respectively. Compared to the results in 
Chapter 3 and in the previous section, all the data points are more closely distributed near 




Although the measurement of blood pressure using SDPPG components and the value of 
(Q-P) -2 can provide more accurate results, the measurement induces side effects including 
increases in production cost and necessary processing power. The use of the parameters in 
the measurement of blood pressure therefore depends on the situation or requirements of the 
subject. It is proposed that to construct a user-friendly interface capable of detecting relative 
changes in blood pressure, for example, a method using SDPPG components is necessary to 
monitor variables such as mood, drugs and exercise. To obtain an accurate measurement and 
to design a portable device for personal use, it is suggested that a method based on (Q-P)"^is 
used. To obtain the highly precise and accurate measurements required, for example, in 
clinics and hospitals, it is recommended that a model based on the value of (Q-P)"^ along 
with SDPPG components with an ANN model be used. 
5.5 Conclusion 
This chapter outlines the first attempt to develop a model for measuring blood pressure using 
SDPPG components only. Experimental results indicate that a method based on the use of 
SDPPG components with an ANN provides a system that meets the BHS standard for SP, 
MP and DP at grades D, B, and B respectively. The method can thus be used to determine the 
values of DP and MP to levels acceptable to the standards set by the BHS. It can also provide 
an efficient and cheap means for predicting the values of blood pressure with a reusable and 
user-friendly interface. Experimental results illustrate that the measurement differences using 
the value of (Q-P)"^ and SDPPG components with the ANN are smaller than those using 
either the value of (Q-P)—�or SDPPG independently. A model combining all three obtain a B 
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Conclusion and Future Study 
This chapter outlines the major contributions of the thesis. They include the development of a 
reliable measurement for the ECG-PPG interval, the development of a model for the proposed 
method, motion artifact reduction from PPG recordings in ambulatory measurement of blood 
pressure, and the use of the new parameters to develop another cuffless-based method. Chapter 
6 also presents some potential research directions. 
6.1 Major contributions 
The reliability of measurement of the ECG-PPG interval: The effects of the ECG-PPG 
interval variability, of arm bending and of the external force on the measurement of the 
ECG-PPG interval are investigated. Averaging the ECG-PPG intervals with five heartbeats 
removes errors that result from the variability of ECG-PPG intervals. The straight-arm position 
is maintained and the PPG probe is pressed gently in order to avoid obstruction of blood flow in 
the artery. 
Model development of the cuffless and noninvasive measurement of blood pressure: The 
importance of subject-dependent calibration in the proposed cuffless-method of blood pressure 
is verified. An algorithm for the measurement of blood pressure is developed and analyzed. The 
Q-P interval is used to determine the ECG-PPG interval, which has the highest predictive power 
among the proposed ECG-PPG intervals. The value of (Q-P” is applied to predict the blood 
pressure with linear regression analysis because the mean absolute difference and the standard 
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deviation of the difference are the smallest among the Q-P interval models. Results using the 
value of (Q-P)-2 pass the BHS and AAMI standards for SP, MP and DP. 
Motion artifact reduction from PPG recordings in ambulatory blood pressure 
measurement: Removal of motion artifact from PPG signal is very important in obtaining an 
accurate ECG-PPG interval, especially for ambulatory measurement. Signals received from the 
optoelectronic sensor and from the PPG probe are regarded as the reference signal and the 
primary signal for the adaptive filter respectively. The two signals are fed to the LMS adaptive 
filter with variable step-size to remove motion artifact from the PPG signal. Values of the 
step-size parameter are determined based on the values of the derivatives of the reference signal. 
The results in blood pressure measured using the filtered PPG signal are more reliable than 
those using the contaminated PPG signal. 
New parameters for measurement of blood pressure: The PPG signal is suitable for use in 
measuring blood pressure because the PPG signal is related to blood pressure and the detection 
of the PPG signal is user-friendly. The parameters extracted from the PPG signal for predicting 
blood pressure are SDPPG components, which are applied to determine the dispensability and 
stiffness of the artery. Compared to a MLR, an ANN is used as the transfer model to provide 
more accurate results because an ANN with SDPPG components can provide higher predictive 
power with regard to measuring blood pressure. The study also shows that the measurement 
differences using the combination of the SDPPG components and the Q-P interval are less than 
those using either the SDPPG components or the Q-P interval. 
The original contributions of this thesis are: 
(i) Identification of the effects of arm bending, external force and variability of the 
ECG-PPG interval on the measurement of blood pressure, 
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(ii) Verification of the importance of subject-dependence calibration for the proposed 
cuffless-based method, 
(iii) Defining the Q-P interval as the parameter with the highest predictive power on blood 
pressure among the proposed ECG-PPG intervals, 
(iv) Using the value of (Q-P)"^ in the cuffless-based method to minimize the measurement 
differences from the reference method, 
(v) Introducing the derivative of the reference signal to determine the step-size parameter of 
the LMS adaptive filter in order to remove motion artifact from PPG recordings, 
(vi) Exploitation of the four parameters, |b/a|, |c/a|, |d/a| and |e/a|, which are SDPPG 
components, to predict the values of blood pressure with an ANN, and 
(vii) Exploring the combination of the SDPPG components and the value of (Q-P” with an 
ANN to obtain more accurate results of blood pressure measurement. 
6.2 Future study 
The development of the cuffless-based method using the ECG-PPG interval continues to 
extend the application in different aspects. A list of possible topics for future exploration in the 
area of cuffless-based research is described as follows. 
A) Miniaturization 
To enable the ambulatory monitoring of blood pressure, the ECG and PPG signals should be 
simultaneously obtained from a small portable device. The ECG and PPG detection circuits are 
designed and placed into a small box (Figure 6.1). The design allows two physiological signals 
to be obtained simultaneously (Figure 6.2). 
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Fig.6.1. The small box for detecting the ECG and PPG signals 
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Fig. 6.2. The PPG (upper) and ECG (lower) signals obtained from the box 
All the circuit components inside the box can be integrated into a ring. The subjects can wear 
the ring to continuously monitor their own physiological status. However, motion artifact is a 
problem during the detection of the ECG and PPG signals. The X-ring is designed to suppress 
motion artefact during the measurement (Figure 6.3). 
B F ^ ’ • x-ring Z 
Fig. 6.3. The side-view and front-view of the X-ring to resist motion artifact 
B) Telemedicine 
Some blood pressure meters now on the market have integrated telemedicine technology into 
their design [1], However, all models that provide a telemedicine facility currently use the 
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cuff-based method [2], Readings from cuffless and noninvasive monitors could also be available 
to clinicians and doctors using the technology of telemedicine, so that even when patients are 
not in hospital a trained medical practitioner can monitor their conditions. The cuffless-based 
method can also be applied to WAP-based remote services [3]. 
C) Further studies on special populations 
Specific populations such as the obese, the elderly, children, pregnant women and people with 
hypertension may require special attention with regard to the use of the cuffless-based method. 
The feasibility of using cuffless noninvasive technology will need to be addressed in the future. 
This cuffless-based method can resolve the inherent problems of the cuff-based method. It can 
measure blood pressure comfortably, conveniently and quietly. Many people who may or may 
not suffer from hypertension are attracted to a cuffless-based method to monitor their own blood 
pressure frequently. This method could be a viable product on the market if developed and there 
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The grading criteria of the British Hypertension Society (BHS) protocol are 
determined by the percentage of differences that are <5, <10 and < ISmmHg from the 
reference values. To achieve a certain grade, all three percentages must be equal to or 
greater than the corresponding criteria defined in Table LI [1]. 
Table LI. BHS (1993) Grading Criteria 
Difference observer-device (mmHg)  
Grade 5 ^  
I 60% 85% 95% 
B ^ 75% 90% 
C 40% 65% 85% 一 
D Worse than C 
Reference 
[1] E. O'Brien, J. Petrie, W. Littler, "The British Hypertension Society protocol for the 
evaluation of blood pressure measuring devices," J. Hypertension, Vol.11 (suppL2), 
S43-S62,1993. 
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